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THE SOUL WALKS
UPON ALL PATHS
are not really in play because nobody can make it
over the hurdle of the thousand-possibilities syndrome.
If you, however, are at ready and expect the “wolf
RE: PETER PRINCIPLE: REACHING A LEVEL OF
INCOMPETENCE. PROVING THE THESIS; GAMES cry”, you will prevail at the end of the game. Every
individual in THIS game simply seeks the “best deal” for
PEOPLE PLAY—GCH/D
self—and THAT has ever been thus. Once the “deals”
are set, we may yet get this program moving. The “cry
GAMES LEADING TO TOTAL INCOMPETENCE:
“CRY WOLF” AND “LOOK HOW HARD I TRIED”. wolf” may well be related to something specific but the
games people play will be present at every confrontation
Hatonn—OIP is a term accepted in this land of the or interchange—usually as individuals reach beyond their
Philippines as valid: Only In the Philippines. Well, sorry, level of competence. Frustrating? Yes, but what else
you elected few: It is now Only In Planet Earth (OIPE). more important do you have to do? Check every
Therefore, we now have to deal with both oip and oippee circumstance and you will ultimately realize it “didn’t
or oyip and yippee! But are we “laughing all the way”? matter at all” and you can’t even remember the date
No, it gets less entertaining every game played. If you just something didn’t happen—but only the event.
Remember that someone else’s problem may
recognize that life’s game is exactly THIS way, however,
just possibly be larger than YOURS.
you will be OK—IF YOU STAY THE COURSE.
Already come responses to my more recent writings
Has something gone wrong? No, only “Philippine
Time” which is NOT. What was to happen yesterday may regarding gaining control of self, healing addictions, and
or may not happen Today, this morning, this month, this GIVING. Is it possible that we REALLY don’t know of
year and so on down the line of possibilities. Probabilities what I write? Is there some better, more human, way
to explain or express? Usually!
People hear what they WANT to
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hear and it is only when they are willing to listen to that
which perhaps they don’t want to hear that progress is
made. You have to WANT change to change. You have
to want that change ever more passionately than what
you are or what you are doing to place it into motion
(and then make the journey) that which lies before you.
I like to equate this to something very simple in
your old “which came first, the chicken or the egg”.
Lay an egg and it simply “is”—it just lays there.
Lay a fertile egg, however, and it will present you with
a chick which then has legs and really gets around and,
yea, it can even fly. Humans can also fly as is proven
by the craft in your sky. The soul can fly without
need of craft—so possibilities are without limit.
GIVING
This is also a realization in self-flexibility.
By this statement I can better example by
suggesting you look at that which you “give”. Do
you give in expectation of return? And, yes, it is
good to give in expectation of return—but that would
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bear a bit different definition than simply “giving”.
Mostly, we are exchanging. And this too is good,
for you are exchanging something you hold or
have for something another holds or has.
Mostly, “man” will make studied “investments” under
the guise of “giving” and that too is honorable and noble.
In “giving” to a project or program, you are
beginning to act in concert with others who make
their own contributions, even if it be a bit of prayer
to support the “mission”. For this kind of giving you
can certainly expect more reward from the gift, even
if it be of a very different nature than what you gave.
I would say, however, that those without
specific demands on the return will be far and
away the most content of the “givers”—because
you will not dwell on the “return”.
Indeed, you “fear” “need” for self? Knowing this
we never suggest you GIVE BEYOND THAT WHICH
YOU EXPRESS. Why? Because you need to, yes, be
as stable as you can—but I will remind you that you will
never be as secure as you would THINK you need to be.
If you “fear”, you will have a “need” and it becomes
your working point—you ARE in need. And my
goodness, readers, I do NOT speak here of some money
exchange—I speak of giving of self. If you give
nothing and expect others to give to you—it is sad,
indeed, for you will find yourself surely in need!
If I might define a bit, possession(s). What
are possessions except things you keep and guard
for FEAR you may need them tomorrow?
I can tell you now that when deprived of those
things, you will find you WILL and CAN survive
quite nicely and even with a great deal of relief
from the cares of having to attend such burdens.
Some give simply to gamble and change their minds
at the drop of a whim. Well, OTHERS, who are doing
business, expect a contract to be honored and your whim
might well be unacceptable. But YOU made the
contract, so have you a right to snatch your input
BACK? Sometimes, yes, but most often, the business
plan was based on YOUR CONTRACT.
People, and especially people so wrapped up in
themselves as to become addicts, specifically of
substance abuse, are only interested ultimately in
themselves and getting the substance to allow
remaining totally wrapped up in SELF. It simply
is a fact of the circumstance.
When you give of possessions, you must
consider that which you offer—for it CAN be a gift
of self or it can surely be very little, indeed. If
you HAVE many possessions, you see, you can
share and have little impact on self.
When you give, however, that which means
something to you and offer it, you are giving of
yourself. Giving of yourself is that which you
TRULY are GIVING.
I asked that our fundamental alliance be called
Global Alliance Investment Association for a very specific
REASON. Investment is a word that means “input of
self”—not some monetary investment program for
exchange or brokerage. This means that our program is
an alliance and an association of we who work together
to accomplish “a better way”. I wanted it to read out
in the acceptable use of alphabet shortcuts to be GAIA,
because our program is a LIVING exchange where there
is an EXCHANGE of value, as in breathing out and
breathing in. This is the exchange wave action of living
things, be it rocks, frequencies, sound, or LIGHT. If
you GIVE into the program and we gain success, which

we WILL (for with a goal in target we “have to
achieve”), we also gain abundant return, although our
return may well be in monetary exchange because we
can only continue to “serve” as we ARE. Please humor
me and say that this makes sense to you.
There are those who give little of the “much” which
they have—and they give it for recognition—and their
hidden desire makes their gifts of a most interesting
nature. This, however, is appreciated in its very ability
to sustain the program, project or people receiving the
“gift” in even “investment”. It is only unacceptable
when the giver wishes then to control everything
involved because he “gave” (not really a gift at all).
There are those who have little and give it all, or
even just share what they feel they can. These, as
you might guess, are the believers in life and the
bounty of life—and finally it is noted that with these
wonderfully-intentioned people, their coffers are never
empty. Give with God in HIS program and you
SHALL be blessed, for that is God’s way.
A great prophet once gave a lesson on this
topic and it is worthy of recollection because we
all seek understanding, yea, even unto myself who
must walk YOUR way in order that I can
experience your discontents so that discouragement
and “drop out” do not overwhelm your attitudes.
What did that prophet offer?
“There are those who give with pain, and that
pain is their baptism.
“And there are those who give and know not
pain in giving, nor do they seek joy, nor give with
mindfulness of virtue;
“They give as in yonder valley the myrtle
breathes its fragrance into space.
“Through the hands of such as these, God speaks,
and from behind their eyes He smiles upon the Earth.”
PURPOSE
Ah, indeed, this is THE biggie of life and living.
“What is my purpose?” goes the endless line of questions.
“Tell me my purpose, Sir!” I can tell you YOUR
purpose until the rain falls in the barren desert and YOU
still may well not have even an idea of what that purpose
might be in actuality—or you have to CREATE your
purpose through “giving” and this giving is really often
very difficult: YOU MUST “GIVE” UNTO “SELF”.
ARE YOU ACTUALLY WILLING TO GIVE THAT
MUCH? MOSTLY PEOPLE ARE NOT.
I REMIND YOU OF SOMETHING SURELY TRUE
WITH GOD, OR IF YOU PREFER, YOUR HIGHER
SELF: UNTIL YOU ARE WILLING TO GIVE IT ALL,
IT CANNOT BE REALIZED IN FACT. YOU FIRST
HAVE TO REALIZE THAT YOU MUST “GIVE” UNTO
GOD AND SELF THAT WHICH IS OPEN AND
RIGHTEOUS—OR YOU HAVE NOTHING FOR GOD
OR SELF TO RETURN IN ABUNDANCE. EVEN A
PHYSICIAN, OR BETTER YET, LEGAL COUNSEL,
HAS TO GIVE THAT WHICH IS REQUIRED TO
RECEIVE THAT QUALIFICATION TO EVEN BEGIN
TO “PRACTICE” AT HIS CHOSEN PURPOSE.
Facts do remain, however, that it has to be the most
demeaning circumstance of all that God and his people
have to beg alms after they have given all they have and
hold—to create the “purpose” all claim to want.
First, God gives you life, then patiently waits. Then
you must “give” of yourself to grow—along with use of
the gifts originally offered for your use. Then finally you
have to open your heart and your hands to be able to
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RECEIVE, even that for which you thought you wanted.
Most people forget the first bargain (contract) made
even though it is well documented and available for your
recognition and reminding. Who is at fault that God
finds no container into which to put his return? Do you
fill your container to the brim and disallow any possibility
of refilling? Oh, yes, indeed, mostly you do exactly that.
You claim “losses” when there is nothing lost. Even a
man bearing stocks on the market does not lose anything
as long as his investment is holding and that which holds
his stock is viable. If you force liquidation, you lose,
yes, indeed—for that is the business aspect of realization.
Otherwise, YOU have to declare the loss by
destroying the contract or selling at a loss. This is
simple “business” fact. And yes, in the world today
where you have so much impact on business, you
are quite apt to lose everything on that “market”
because MAN has chosen to accept no value as a base
for any such business games as you have conjured.
To prevent YOUR (our participants) losses, my
friends, we are basing on value which CAN return,
and set the price, of our fundamental basis of that
which we CREATE.
Man must RETURN or become in an exchange
of VALUE. That VALUE must be structured in
such a way as for accounting, exchange, and
stability of both output and expectation.
Back for a moment to today’s drama here in
Manila. We expected people yesterday with, yes, that
old hard yellow stuff for a “test run”. Oh, they
claimed for weeks to have the commodity. They,
further, have been “having it” available for a long time
but just never quite could make it into town.
Yesterday they called and had “no way” to get it
moved. So, the man in charge or receiving got a car to
move it—and they would be here with it this morning
bright and sharp. Ah, but, one of the delivery persons
got a text message that his father had died and now, he
could not only not come but had to have P2,000
minimum to handle the emergency! AGAIN. These
people lose their parents over and over again—day after
day. Their relatives have more hospitalizations that they
can’t afford than any people on Earth, and they
need help to start to school many times a season.
These people make dramas as the wind blows.
What about the other two expected? Well, no word
from one of them AFTER the man involved, a Mr.
Bashar from Saudi Arabia, rented a car for them—wow,
probably the end of a car as to return of same.
Then the third—well they didn’t show and when
called to task about it they said they had to be paid in full
today and never mind the assay. That elderly gentleman,
also an attorney, told them to go to you know where.
I have to remind you about frogs and toads—
to get to the prince. There are always a thousand
times more “operators” than “holders” AND we
need it to come together in a positive fashion
which can extend to our needs in “a” central bank.
I don’t want to have you unload commodity from
the Southernmost areas of the Philippines, down in
“God’s” vaults, until we are structured to utilize it better
for our PURPOSES than simply as filler funds.
Note that BIMP-EAGA is working its way up
again through the entropy. That is the East Asia
Growth Area of Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and the
Philippines. President Arroyo has just within the last
two weeks made special meetings with these particular
HEADS OF STATE. They must have “backing” and
they are going to have to sooner or later take a stand
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in the financial world and that means a probable
confrontation with the IMF/WB at the least.
So what of GAIA? Well, we stand ready, willing
and able—to back that program with GOLD, but it
must be with the solid, hard metal, my friends.
We DO NOT deal with “paper” as V.K. Durham
apparently believes we are stupid enough to pursue.
She has called us stupid; we’ll just see won’t we?
We use paper to present and exchange intent and
lay a basis for accounting.
Now, why would we be patient? Because the
southern groups of indigenous and tribal people hold the
assets and they will more readily deal with their own
tribes which are the Malays, the Moros, the “Bangsas”—
and they can and will deal with and through the Islamicbank structures. There are no corners on Muslim
anything down South, so stop the nonsense about
Christians vs. Muslims. That may well be present—but
the elders who know the ropes are NOT EITHER.
Plus, hear this: The New World Order would
certainly like YOU to believe what they put to print
and pay-off people to accomplish FOR THEM. No,
it is NOT the way it is presented and the shock is
going to be devastating to this nation as it is when
realization of truth and facts comes forth.
And, no, we will not bring forth God’s wealth
to feed off to the greedy reptiles waiting for the
feasting. We continue to build our good reputation
and stand strong and steady without compromise.
Let the fools show themselves as themselves—and
we will meet whatever presents.
It is, friends, that you want your ears to hear and
eyes to see the things your heart KNOWS. It has ever
been thus but wisdom does not tell all so that the journey
is worthy of the taking. That is to recognize the
worthiness of the participation and ANTICIPATION of
watching your goals and intentions unfold.
I do have a team that will not, though they
could do so, grab for themselves and leave others
wanting. This is why it takes such a long time to
see who will stay and who will go.
Bellringer likes to repeat and repeat that which
Latona/Young will present over and over ad nauseam:
“Go within...”. Indeed, you have to go within but it
doesn’t do a whit or tittle of good when there is
NOTHING within, either in attitude or information. And
to espouse the fraud upon readers that “I” would give
such empty lessons is an insult to YOUR intelligence.
You might well go to your teacher and ask for this
very realization of Self-Knowledge. What would be the
answer from a teacher worthy of the name?
“Your ears know in silence the secrets of the days
and nights, but your ears thirst for the sound of your
heart’s knowledge. You would know in words that
which you have always known in thought. You
would touch with your fingers the naked body of
your dreams.” In other words, you somehow feel the
only true realization you can hold in your dimensional
expression is that which your “senses” offer. Ah,
BUT, chelas, “information” is as intangible as thought.
You can lead the horse to a book but that does not
mean he can take in the message.
By the way, you can KNOW you ARE! But
you have to grow to learn the how you ARE and
the why YOU ARE. You can’t even pin down
correctly the totality of WHEN you ARE.
You can have a powerful radio and yet—if you
know not how to use it or lack a power source to
run it—you have nothing of value.

To really understand “self” you first have to
realize that self is a sea—boundless and without
ability to measure. Your soul is even greater than
these, while there are no scales to weigh your
unknown treasures, my friends.
We have to be very cautious that we do not “EAT”
the seed-corn because we grow too impatient for the
harvest. I also suggest you look with care upon every
input in that you are not foolish enough to state that
you have found, somehow, THE truth but rather, that
you have surely found “a truth”. Sometimes “a” truth
is but that which tells you what is “a” lie.
I like a statement which was made that said: “Say
not, ‘I have found the path of the soul.’ Rather
say, ‘I have met the soul walking upon my path.”
FOR THE SOUL WALKS UPON ALL PATHS.
The soul and that which is the realization WITHIN,
walks not upon a line, my friends, and neither does it
grow like a sprout or a reed. The soul unfolds itself,
like a lotus of countless petals ever awakening
as it reaches for the Light of realization.
SO, SPEAK OF TEACHERS
AND COHANS (PROFESSORS)
Oh, my, students; no man can reveal to you except
that which already lies half-asleep in the dawning of your
knowledge. Furthermore, you cannot demand to receive
the information you simply “think” serves you and only
yourself. Neither can you demand that a lifetime of
information be instantly downloaded into your brain
depository to be withdrawn when it is most convenient
to you for your wishes and interests to be met.
I, for instance, cannot give you wisdom. I can only
offer unto you a bit of faith, some lessons and my love
in offering you that which you seek. If the teacher is,
indeed, wise he does not bid you enter the house of “his”
wisdom, but rather will lead you to the threshold of your
own mind that you may hold your own wisdom.
A musician, for example, may well play or sing to
you of that which he chooses and himself hears as that
of the cosmos and ultimate space. But, you my student,
must have the ear to hear it—and even then you will
only perceive that which YOU receive.
An eagle may well give you a ride, but if you
and he are to soar, he cannot give you his wings.
In the same context the vision of one man lends
not its wings to another, even though he can
mentally share the vision to great extent—until it
creates the manifestation of the vision itself.
FRIENDSHIP
Yes, this is a very large UNDERSTANDING. A
friend is your needs answered—and let us attempt
understanding this statement. A true friend comes as
close as you can reach to unconditional acceptance.
However, in the friendship you have to reciprocate with
truth and that same unconditional expectation. This does
not mean unconditional functioning in every facet of that
life of either or both. I put no boundaries on your-my
friendship but I do place conditions on our ongoing
ventures. A friendship indicates respect, honor and
reverence for that of the other in good times and of bad
as might be perceived. However, it does not mean that
one can interpret and assume that which is the other’s.
I hope you will understand this as well: It is for a
friend to fill your need, reader, but not your “emptiness”.
You must learn to be a FRIEND and not just a

“codependent”. And, no, you are not a good friend
if you are simply a “yes” echo. You are less than
whole if you are but a shadow.
In all things you must look beyond the SELF and
yet, only within yourself can you decipher the messages
and find balance. This does not infer that you shall find
solutions to problems—but peace enough in harmony to
seek and LEARN the lessons placed before you.
Just knowing what IS is not recognizing that which
must come next: DOING THAT WHICH MUST BE
DONE TO USE THAT WHICH IS. And, yes, you
must first ease the pain, feed the starving—but there
must be better solutions than either charity or welfare
can fill. Yes, indeed, teach that man to fish—but it
doesn’t mean that you can’t front him some hooks,
weights for his line and some bait. I would also remark
that it is silly to teach a man to fish in the middle of a
desert. You will have to teach him how to gain the
water to grow the fields and then, in abundance, you can
produce fishponds. But if the man has starved to death,
it matters little what you offer. FIRST, STOP THE
PAIN. THEN, AND ONLY THEN, CAN YOU HEAL
THE BODY AND SET FREE THE SOUL.
But that is for another discussion.
May the light that shines always show you the way
in WISDOM so that you can also “see in the dark”, for,
yes, you certainly CAN.
I have told you over and over again that Doris is not
a prophet nor a seer. I am both!—GCH
dharma

THANK YOU
We here in Tehachapi—the ground crew
seemingly more directly related to the actual
output of CONTACT, God’s glorious
publication—wish you out there, our kindred
and supportive readership ground crew to
know something of extreme importance.
Since this publication became basically
purer—and left some of its more egocentric
presenters behind—it has evolved toward
being more truly in the hands of GOD and
its dedicated readership.
This includes a financial shift toward
readership support as a reflection of that trend.
Our fewer, more dedicated reader-contributors
are coming into greater awareness that they are
paying for what they want and need. Our
reasonable rates allow all who wish, to have this
priceless information—but always remember we
get what we give, and our soul growth is, of
course, strictly according to this rule.
Commander always advises soul growth is
directly between the individual and GOD—and so is
this publication developing to be a purer link
between its readership and GOD/ATON/ALLAH.
To a greater extent than ever before,
your contributions have kept us going and we
are in awe of the dedication shown.
Our thanks is in our realization that you care
about CONTACT enough to keep it going, so we
all can continue to grow from its presentation of
communication with our Higher Source.
Heart- and Soul-felt thanks—CONTACT Staff
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Manipulators Won’t Tolerate
Uniqueness Or Individuality
9/3/01—#2 (15-018)
RE: THE ADULT YOU MUST BECOME,
AFTER HUGGING THE CHILD WITHIN;
LET’S LOOK AT ADDICTIONS FOR THERE
ARE SO MANY
HABITS, DEPENDENCY, CODEPENDENCY
AND ADDICTIONS
ALONG WITH COMPULSION AND COERCION
Hatonn—Is one better or worse than the
other? Neither: THEY ARE.
These are only “words”, readers—YOU give
them definition by how you personify each.
One of the saddest of all observations is of the
incredibly inept handling of “recovery” habits which
often keeps an individual from ability to take charge
of his/her life. If, for instance, a group helps to
outgrow a dependency, is it not possible that the
group itself becomes the next dependency to
maintain a measure of success earned? Is this not
in some way being “codependent”?
A bad habit replaced with GOOD habits is
certainly admirable unless the good habit is used
and becomes a battering ram which can also
destroy the ability for you, as example, to take
control of YOUR LIFE.
Let me adjust an attitude assumption before
we go further: If you want a drink of alcohol, or
a smoke, or a drug, etc., if you stop and meditate
for an hour, this may well be appropriate (or not
as circumstances might dictate). However, if
your house is on fire and you have this
compulsion to simply sit and meditate for an hour
before you CAN adequately function—you are
going to get scorched pretty badly. Worse, if you
must call a support person before making a move,
you also are not “in control”. Perhaps you may
never be in total control of your life and, in
addition, you may well wish for and thrive on the
“new” friendships and relationships. I just would
like to point out that ALL groups are not in the
best interests of the ones seeking help.
Let us take as an example such groups as are
formed for “alien abductees”. Watch out
because you simply feed into one another,
especially through unrecognized hypnotherapists
more interested in their books and opinions than
YOUR HEALTH. There is hardly a person on
planet Earth who wouldn’t go within and into
trance that can’t give a complete detailed report
on being abducted. Your subconscious mind
(“unconscious” is NEVER an appropriate
definition instead of “subconscious”) will believe
anything fed into it in a vulnerable trance.
THAT is where programming is most important.
This is, however, why honorable therapy with

assistance from a knowledgeable hypnotherapist
CAN produce pure miracles THROUGH THE
PERSON WITH THE “PROBLEM”. However,
programming through conjured imaging is the more
common outcome as the tinkerers search for their
own ideal conclusion or outcome.
Are these experiences in mind, REAL? Of
course, and sometimes are more “real” than the
illusions you experience every day of your walking,
breathing expression you call “being alive”. And,
yes, it is THE MIND at work in every instance,
even in physical addiction. The addicted baby born
into drugs has no idea what its body is demanding—
or its mind; it simply cries in pain which reaches out
for solace and “a fix” of the problem.
A body itself may well nag for “something” and
you may well have learned what that “something”
might be—but it is the MIND that will determine what
it is YOU DO ABOUT THE CIRCUMSTANCE.
So, do you just take the aspirin for the headache
you acquired from the caffeine you would rather NOT
give up, and thus become “addicted” to aspirin? This
is only an example using two things to which you as a
general reader might be able to relate.
There are also the very seriously fractured persons
who simply cannot face TRUTH and will insist on
living IN THE LIES to satisfy that need of
irresponsibility or the consequences of knowing Truth.
Hard example of this plight: A person has an
intimate affair with another partner who has acquired
AIDS or some other death-dealing disease which
may or may not be hidden. When truth come forth
of the circumstances, how many move into total
DENIAL about possibilities? Is that denial from
SELF or in protection of the other while wishing to
not appear party to the activities, or at the most, a
participant in the game in the first place?
We can note that these people in denial are
troubled in a most remarkable way and usually
continue to support the very “other” which put them
at disadvantage as the “other” goes about his/her life
while actually continuing to flaunt the “rejection”—
while usually hopping from one to another partner in
his/her lack of self-control and in search of
satisfying his own dependency or addiction or, yes,
indeed, codependency. This is exaggerated but is
very much a part of TODAY’S accepted behaviors.
Moreover, it is why you are being infected,
infested and invectived into enslavement.
People will often move right along to the terrible
piper even after they meet the truth head-on, and keep
right on dancing to that drummer rather than take
responsibility for self in order to learn truth.
Therefore, some “recovery” groups are more
damaging than the original adjudged “fault”. This,
however, does not infer ANYTHING about any
specific group or circle of support persons. I
have continually been asked for comments on this
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topic and it is time to turn our attention to same.
The point is to look at what you might be doing
and WHY. It is now a time of chaos and
intentional confusion while also being a time of a
disallowance by manipulators to tolerate
uniqueness or individuality.
The programming goes on endlessly day and
night from all the electronic media to the most subtle
radio scatter waves. You are experiencing a
time where it is like two people arguing over
which brand of tobacco will kill you first.
Trial balloons are sent up all the time to see how
people will react to given scenarios—yea, even to the
Chandra Levy-Condit idiocy. Watch who gets on the
TV live-shows and bashes and convicts without trial or
hearing, and it shows exactly to what the public will
respond and what the public will ALLOW. So, WHO,
exactly is “after” Rep. Condit? More important,
WHY? No, it is NOT “unimportant” and it is not
over a child in Washington’s bedroom games.
This may all very well allow for some sensational
television noise but it has a very important
MEANING which goes beyond the destruction of
a man’s career or that of a missing girl.
Goodness me, could it actually be a
CONSPIRACY? Certainly, and so too can be
codependency of any kind. Perhaps “codependency”
is actually just another term for “conspiracy”. I ask
that you think on that for a minute. When one being
or thing cannot function without another being or
thing—you have codependency AND conspiracy.
I have always respected those avenues which
“work” for addicts and propensities toward
negative behaviors, especially those so very
damaging to SELF. However, JUST to continue
life in an always “recovering” attitude lacks
ability to truly heal or cure self.
Talking too much can sometimes be far more
damaging than getting inebriated. Are there good
groupies to cure or rehabilitate such addicted
talkers? Certainly, you will not find them on Larry
King Live especially among Jewish lawyers
espousing their Jewish superiority as to brains,
engaged or disengaged from the mouth or brain.
Perhaps these obvious displays of total misbehavior
as to seek and destroy rather than presumption of
innocence as are presented by recognized legal counsel
on LKL speaks louder than the sum of all their loud and
ungracious behavior. It is that which undoubtedly
prompted Shakespeare to suggest that to get anywhere
at all you would have to “first kill all the lawyers”.
One night a beautiful blonde non-lady states that
Condit is guilty of probable murder and the very next
night when confronted says she did not say such a
thing. And guess what, readers in the U.S.,
THAT IS GOING OUT AROUND THE GLOBE
EVERY EVENING AND MORNING AS CNN
IS
THE
ONLY
INTERNATIONAL
RESOURCE. The United States of America is
now the laughing stock of the globe and this is
WHY it is now recognized even in little Third
World Philippines and Botswana as “little Israel”.
Even now at the U.N. meetings taking place,
the Jewish Rabbis are marching against Zionists.
They bear signs reading “Israel does not
represent world Jewry” and “Authentic Rabbis
have always opposed Zionism and the State of
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Israel” and “END Zionist occupation and oppression
NOW”. And, NO, this is not some tale to fit an
Anti-Zionist call to arms of some kind as gossip: The
International news plastered pictures around the
nations. FIRST, YOU HAVE TO KNOW ABOUT
THAT WHICH YOU SPEAK—DON’T YOU?
But for now: back to the topic of the
Codependency Conspiracy. I would like you to have
backup information because this touches on almost
sacred grounds and, YES, I do know that help in
intervention and detoxification, if the addiction be
poisons of any kind, is necessary in almost any case.
People who “just quit” have had that intervention of
MIND over the problem. Is that a conspiracy with
God? Not usually, but it is a conspiracy with MIND,
usually asking for support and assistance from God.
I would like to use another’s observations
respecting this topic by a Dr. Stan J. Katz, a
clinical psychologist.
[QUOTING Dr. Stan J. Katz:]
When you’re lost and don’t know where to
turn, the loudest, most compassionate voice you
hear is probably the one you’ll follow. In
America today, that voice belongs to the self-help
movement. Whatever the nature of your pain,
there is bound to be a group of people with
similar problems who, having been there, they
assure you, they will understand what you are
feeling, as well as the problems you are
experiencing in your daily life. They promise to
offer empathy, comfort, and reassurance, without
blaming or judging you and, through their
example, you will gain the courage to dig deep
down and uncover the source of your pain.
Above all, you won’t be alone any more.
Unfortunately, the most alluring voice is not
always the most helpful. Self-help groups may
entice you with reassurance, acceptance and
validation, but few offer real solutions. They do not
promote full recovery. They promote dependency
under the guise of recovery. And many are more
concerned with proselytizing than they are with the
real needs of individual members.
In my practice as a clinical psychologist I
have worked with hundreds of drug and alcohol
abusers, molested and abused children and adults,
perpetrators and families in crisis. I know the
anger, pain, fear and shame that addiction and
victimization can cause. I also know that many
individuals and families are enormously resilient
and that many many more can develop the
resilience to completely recover from even the
most tragic or profound crises. Yet such
resilience is undermined by self-help programs
that teach members to view themselves as
powerless and disease-ridden, by “recovery
experts” who maintain that virtually our entire
society requires lifetime treatment.
In recent years, I have seen a marked increase
in the number of my patients and patients of my
associates who are members or veterans of self-help
programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous and the
related “Anonymous” organizations. Some of these
patients joined the groups on their own, while others
were referred by therapists who had endorsed the
programs without fully questioning their value or
validity. In many instances, the patients’ original

problems were exacerbated by their self-help
programs. Additional conflicts were often caused
by the policies or dynamics of their groups.
Before going any further, I should make a
distinction between the organizations that I call self-help
groups and those I describe as mutual support groups.
The two terms are often used interchangeably, so
that mutual support sessions for cancer patients are
lumped together with self-help groups for people
who spend too much money or “love too much”.
This ignores some crucial differences between
the two approaches. Specifically:
* Mutual support groups generally are designed
to help members deal with a specific problem or life
transition, such as the death of a family member, but
do not encourage lifelong membership. Most
self-help groups instruct members that they must
attend the group for the rest of their lives in
order to maintain the recovery process.
* Mutual support groups frequently are supervised
by individuals trained in leadership skills, who ensure
that every member has an equal opportunity to share
their problems and opinions and that the most vocal
members do not monopolize the group or antagonize
other participants. Most self-help groups are led by
nonprofessionals and may prohibit professional
involvement. Often the only qualifications for leadership
in the self-help movement are membership in the group
and familiarity with the group’s program.
* Mutual support groups allow members to share
their experiences and offer personal feedback but do
not impose blanket prescriptions or behavior programs.
Most self-help groups, conversely, prohibit personal
advice-giving but teach members that their recovery
depends on their adherence to the group’s program for
beliefs (often the Twelve Steps used by Alcoholics
Anonymous or a variation of the Steps).
* Mutual support groups encourage members to
view their problems in the context of their lives as
a whole and to believe in their capacity for
complete recovery. Self-help groups teach
members to view their lives in the context of
their problems and to relinquish the notion that
they can ever achieve complete recovery.
[H: PLEASE CAREFULLY CONSIDER
THIS NEXT BECAUSE RIGHT HERE IS
WHERE PEOPLE TEND TO DRIFT OFF INTO
AN EFFORT TO “BECOME” AN “OFFICIAL”
GROUP, CONGREGATION, CLUB, ETC.,
OF SOME SORT. IT IS IMPERATIVE
FOR YOU AS A PARTICIPANT TO
DISCERN WHAT IT IS ACTUALLY YOU
ARE SEEKING AND FINDING.]
When people come together for the simple
purpose of consoling, listening, empathizing, and
sharing experiences, the results can be magnificent.
These, after all, are the hallmarks of friendship—that
vital, healing connection that has become so rare in
today’s rushed and anxious world. True mutual
support groups do not pretend to offer anything
more than friendship, and that is their great strength.
The groups that I refer to as self-help groups
have a far different agenda. Their mission is to
help members change themselves, but only by
embracing a prescribed set of beliefs and
behaviors. Recovery that occurs by any other
means is dismissed as self-delusion or denial.
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The self-help movement began with the founding of
Alcoholics Anonymous in 1935, and for some people
who are truly addicted to chemical substances—the
people for whom AA was founded—this approach may
be their best means of salvation. But the movement
today encompasses as many as 15 million members
whose problems range from drinking and eating to
shopping and worrying too much. Many of these
people are NOT true addicts. They are people with
problems who need guidance, support and acceptance,
but they are not powerless. They can recover
completely. They can achieve self-reliance. For
these people, self-help programs may provide the
best way to begin the recovery process, but in the
long run they may do more harm than good.
[H: This has to be carefully considered
because you are going to find that sometimes
some of the actual “programs” which begin the
program will often today handle more than one
addiction—and that can be from making an effort
to separate out other persons who are a part of
the “cause” of the number one addiction, as well
as possibly attempting to break other habits
which accompany, usually, the primary problem,
i.e., smoking as well as alcohol addiction. If you
move right out into an AA program to maintain
recovery of the alcohol problem, you might well
find that smoking gets you in a most
uncomfortable environment because there is a
standing joke about AA meetings—and that is
that you may not die of alcoholism but you may
very well die of cigarette smoke inhalation. Let’s
just work our way through and find some balance.
What you are REALLY seeking is to fill some
kind of a void or need within self and, yes, a
truthful association with that which you WANT to
accomplish. You will, therefore, need to go with
something that will ALSO allow you to stand
ALONE—just you and GOD. All else will then fall
into proper perspective.
That wondrous
attachment or connection with that God-self is
going to be the support system—and you may as
well face it right up top. That is the ultimate for
an addict or a non-addict. We are not looking
particularly at that which is associated with
“addiction” as such, but rather, that which allows
you to stand as an individual quite alone with
self—but with God, whatever that source and
resource might be. Every individual must have a
spiritual resource—for soul IS SPIRITUAL and
every being has a soul. You must get total
association with the soul in its realization of
TRUTH and STRENGTH, and let go of the
feelings of helplessness. YOU ARE NOT
ALONE AND YOU ARE NOT HELPLESS AS
LONG AS YOU ARE A THINKING BEING. IT
IS WHEN YOU GIVE OVER YOUR POWER
TO ANOTHER OR SOME “THING” THAT
YOU SLIP INTO THE HELPLESS MODE OF
OPERATION. When you get rid of that which
physically interrupts clear thought, i.e. alcohol
as a good example, you do not have “need” to
slip with the other categories, for thought
capability is intact. Neither, however, should
you be inhibited from getting extra help and
support, if you can support it financially and
find it. Everybody can use HELP, my friends—
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everybody. You can be in the very middle of a
hubbub of people and still be lonely—ASK FOR
HELP. You must ask and seek to find!]
Of course, this is not what you will hear if you
attend a self-help meeting. According to the
movement’s leaders, virtually everyone needs to be in
a self-help program because everyone, theoretically,
suffers from the same chronic disease, a cross
between addiction and victimization—more popularly
known as codependence. Self-help experts insist that,
because this is a disease, it is not your fault if you are
codependent. Because it requires treatment, you are
powerless to control it on your own. And because it
is chronic, you can never put it behind you. The
healing power of the group theoretically will enable you
to bring your sickness under control, and as long as you
stick with the group’s program you can keep on top of
it. However, if you leave the group or abandon its
program, you will relapse. [H: But, of course, that
outcome is entirely up to YOU, isn’t it?]
Such “treatment” may make you feel good, but
it can limit your options and alienate you from the
people and opportunities you most need to help you
reclaim your life. It works like symptomatic
medication, making you feel and function better
as long as you follow the prescription but never
really resolving the underlying ailment.
My objective is to show you how to move
beyond both your problems and the limitations of
the self-help approach, so that you can complete
the recovery process.
[END OF QUOTING]
We will pretty much follow along with this
presentation as in a series on the topic, but I must
tell you in advance that I am going to hit on a lot of
topics and SELF-SUCCESS instead of just “selfhelp” discussions. Mostly, you don’t need “help”
as such, you just need to learn “how to” treat
yourself as an individual and not as some trained
entity. In that realization, be successful and then
you can begin your own “get it healed and out of
here” group. A good refresher occasionally is a
very good thing in which you are allowed to
participate and share but without embarrassing self
with some load of guilt or self-devaluation.
YOU ARE PERFECT, YOU ARE WHAT
YOU ARE—AND YOU MAY OR MAY NOT
HAVE A “PROBLEM”. THERE IS NO MORE
OR LESS. I ALSO SUGGEST YOU GRAB ALL
THE HELP YOU CAN GET—AND THEN
KNOW THAT YOU MUST GIVE THAT HELP
“BACK”! IT IS THE GIVING AND REGIVING
OF SELF THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE IN
YOUR OWN SELF-EVALUATION OF WORTH.
IT WILL NEVER BE MEASURED TRULY BY
WEALTH AS IN RICHES (MONEY) OR IN
SELF-EGOTISTICAL BOASTING. IT IS THE
SIMPLE GIVING AND REGIVING THAT
WILL BRING BALANCE AND HARMONY
INTO OUR “SELVES”.
If you have made errors in judgments or actions,
atone (try to make it right). If there is, as with
errors in child rearing and the child is grown now
and it seems too late—make it right through
communications and change—OF SELF—if that
be the cause and THEN, ONLY THEN, do you
ask for a discussion on “forgiveness”.

Forgiveness has NO MEANING otherwise.
If in your addiction to whatever, you have hurt
others, you must make restitution to the very best of
your ability (and that is usually more than you are
willing to give) and then you can regain respect
and esteem for self and from that “other”.
Sometimes you will find that the “change”
itself must come from the OTHER. Wow, that
requires the most courage of all other
circumstances and is often NEVER ACHIEVED.
However, be very careful as to what you present
to self or that “other”—and in every instance if the
addictions are damaging to self mentally or physically,
you can never assist any “other” or self by staying
trapped within the addiction. IT IS NEVER TOO
LATE NOR CAN YOU BE TOO OLD.
Again, why am I spending time on such a
topic as this?
Chelas, it is not enough to know something of
Truth—you have to move with any positive change
and until we can understand one another as in clear
realization, you have no ability to function other than as
you have been trained to perform. With Truth and true
realization YOU TAKE ON RESPONSIBILITIES—
FOR SELF AND FOR YOUR NEW
REALIZATION.
YOU CAN NEVER
“UNKNOW” WHAT YOU COME TO “KNOW”
AND THAT STOPS A LOT OF PEOPLE COLD
IN THEIR TRACKS. RESPONSIBILITY IS NOT
THE SAME MEANING AS “AUTHORITY”.
Those assuming authority without responsibility
are lying to themselves and to all those who “join
the group”, self-help or otherwise.
The point is that each and all are dependent on
others or things of one type or another. It is when
there becomes a conspiracy with the co-dependent
that the trouble falls into the rut of “just another
attempt” at something which may or may not fail.
Try that several times and you will surely fail, for
that is the pattern you structure for self.
Don’t have that first beer or the next one. Don’t
have that puff on that cigarette—just don’t do it.
I am continually amused at the games people
play with and on one another. The old “if you don’t,
you are on my list and I will tell on you”, is at the
top of the list. Who, exactly are you going to tell?
You first have to have a bunch of someones to read
your book of lists and who give a whit. It is very
difficult to find either, much the less, both.
If tales are lies, confront them. There is no
need to argue or even debate (not at all the same
thing).
An argument is a never-ending
ADDICTION and nothing more.
People will surely try to make you become a
King Solomon and literally cause you to cut the
baby into half—or even more pieces if the first plan
works. Truth cut into pieces and even just in half
is no longer worthy of being called “truth”.
Will there be the albatross for the necklace?
Indeed. And, will there be the “other side”? EVERY
time. Somewhere, however, lies the TRUTH of every
circumstance. Sometimes there can be negotiations—
but there is always an error in outright compromise.
Sometimes the better part of wisdom, however, is
to simply withdraw from the controversy.
Remember through all the travails is that the
most dangerous statement or programming is the
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“I can’t!” YES, YOU CAN!! The weakness
lies not in getting help but rather, in NOT getting
help from someone who really wants to “help” and
not just instruct you in their way or opinion which
might be just as damaged as your own attitude.
This is not being “mean”; this is being wise.
Attacks are always but a visible sign of the
attacker’s weakness and insecurity. You can differ in
opinion without “attacking”. If there is proof of
something brought against you which is wrong—state
it clearly, back your position and DROP IT. If the
“other” is offended it is none of your business.
An argument that continues on and on is no
argument, it is a warped way of life. What are you
trying to prove? Note the word “try” which
remarkably enough means “failure”. So again, I
suggest that if you find self in a position of being
accused—state facts, prove same and leave the
opponent to their established and demanded misery.
And, the wiser approach in legal disputes is to
give no help to the opponents’ cause.
When you decide to take control of yourself
and your time, which is limited on an Earth scale,
you will find all sorts of miseries departing. A
burden is nothing until you TAKE IT.
When you make sure that what you do is right
in action and intent, then you will find self without
having to hide or run—for standing IN that light and
truth is the best strategy there is. And know that
when you lie about that position in that light, you
know that bubble will collapse and you will be the
fool. Be careful, every time, every thought, every
action and GOD IS YOUR GUARDIAN.
Every ONE has their guardians, guides, angels and
teachers. ALL HAVE CREATOR. So, enjoy,
commune with them—but just don’t get stuck in
fairyland. Know that Alice in Wonderland might well
be entertaining, even appealing—but it’s still nuts.
And, yes, there are a couple of you who
asked for Dad’s hand today and thus, here it is.
I cherish you—and you are my friends—and there
can be no greater than that. When it is returned it is
a blessing beyond. I would hope that I represent
that which is far beyond just being a teacher of
some kind, for you are far more to me than just a
bunch of school children making “let’s pretend”.
YOU certainly may just call me “Dad”—and I will
know we have reached recognition, one for the other.
dharma

NOW AVAILABLE
SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR
POWER IN THE 20TH CENTURY by Jan
van Helsing is now available by purchasing
all 14 copies of CONTACT (issues of May
23, 2001 through August 22, 2001)
containing the complete text. The price is
$25.00 including domestic shipping.
This is not as compact as having it in book
form—but our series is interspersed with
Hatonn’s Higher-Source commentary, which
makes this presentation priceless as an initial, onesource explanation for current planetary chaos.
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NWO’s Plan For Children:
Seizure Without Provocation
DSS—SOCIAL ENGINEERS
OF THE BRAVE NEW WORLD
By Nev Moore (President, Justice for Families),
massnews.com, 8/29/01
Although this article may sound “extreme” to
many readers at first glance, please consider it
carefully. So far, these programs will probably have
had no effect on you personally, because most of
these programs apply only to the poor—for now. The
stated intent is to expand it to everyone.
The author of the article has had personal experiences
with DSS [Department of Social Services] and has
helped countless others over the past three years.
You can discover more about the home visitors
program in Massachusetts (and its secret, intimate
database of the mothers it visits) in our August 2000
issue or at our Internet archives at “healthy families”.
The staggering financial incentives that have corrupted
DSS policies and practices were featured in the May 2000
edition of Massachusetts News in the article, “Adoption
Bonuses: the Money Behind the Madness”.
It explained the financial motivation for DSS to snatch
children and quickly force them into adoption. Previously,
Ed Oliver had written a revealing article that explained how
consulting firms are hired to maximize the revenue of DSS.
These pieces tell why DSS does what it does. Easy enough
for even the most uninformed citizen to understand.
The questioning mind might wonder why the federal
government continues to enable this terribly dysfunctional
and destructive system that harms and kills more
children than it “saves”. This leads us to the next
phase: the madness behind the federal money.
It’s no surprise to any of us (is it?) that there are many
people who will sell their souls for a little bit of dirty money.
Under the label of “liberal”, these brave new socialists are
control freaks who are working out their own inner feelings
of powerlessness and inadequacy by dominating others.
These are the soldiers, passive-aggressive drones who tell
you: “We’re here to ‘help’ you—whether you like it or not.”
It’s easy to seduce small-minded, bitter people by offering
a little money and unlimited power. The power to harm—
without consequences—is irresistible to many.
Behind the money is a faction of people who are
intent on bringing to fruition Aldous Huxley’s nightmare
vision of a brave new world: a homogenized population
of compliant, controllable, government-raised citizens.
Reported in Detail
Massachusetts News reported all of this in detail in its
August 2000 edition, including the work of Dr. C. Henry
Kemp and his protégé, Richard Krugman, who was chairman
of the U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect
in 1991. (See “home visitation” on our archives.)
The elite behind this movement are narcissistic men and
women who wish to see the United States under a
totalitarian regime which, of course, will not apply to them,
only to the general population. The architects and
engineers of this plan are, in reality, about as “liberal” as Pol
Pot or Idi Amin. The plan is being implemented through the
bill entitled “Goals 2000” which was enacted in 1994.
It’s the end result of thirty years of work by others
who work out of the public eye. Goals 2000 was
presented as “education reform”. Considering that our
kids graduate from high school not knowing how to read
or write, on the surface it sounds like a good thing.

It sounds as if the education system will be reformed to bring
back higher standards, which would be the logical inference.
But, the real intent of Goals 2000 is to “dumb down”
our children, rather than to raise their intellectual level.
Goals 2000 is about much more than just education
reform. It is the blueprint of a plan to take control of our
nation’s children—the next generation of adults. A chilling
clue to its true intent is that, among its proponents it is subtitled: “The Restructuring of American Society—from Cradle
to Grave”. The government will be the “parent” of every
citizen born in the United States. Each citizen will have an
electronic portfolio that begins at birth [MM: Microchip?]
and will track the person throughout their life. Their
education and future place in the work force will be
determined by the government. The schools will
subject all children to psychological testing. Every parent
will have a social worker who will make home visits, conduct
a family assessment, and record “risk factors”. Risk factors
include not enough toys, too many toys, birth of a sibling,
death or divorce in the family, homeschooling, etc.
The unholy trinity that is enforcing Goals 2000 is: Child
Protective Services (CPS), known as DSS in Massachusetts,
the Home Visitation Program (see the August 2000 edition
of MassNews), and Outcome Based Education (OBE).
The public is deliberately being kept in the dark as to
how these elements are connected because the original
proponents of this plan stated that it must be implemented
quietly. Why is the intent of OBE to “dumb down” our
children? Because a “dumbed down” citizen will not have
the capability of independent thinking, will be less likely to
challenge and is, therefore, more easily controlled. OBE is
also responsible for eroding values, boundaries and morals.
The schools, while paying lip-service to the need for
discipline and structure in child rearing, in practice undermine
parental authority and any form of discipline, self-restraint,
or values that parents try to instill in their children.
Children are being taught that they must accept the
state’s politically-correct ideas rather than their families’
values and that their parents do not have the right to
discipline them or make any decisions for them.
OBE amounts to thought reform—and thought reform is
mind control. The December 1999 edition of WorldNetDaily
contained an excellent review by Samuel L. Blumenfeld, a
scholar who lives in Waltham, on The Deliberate Dumbing
Down of America, a book written by Charlotte Thomson
Iserbyt. Blumenfeld wrote: “Anyone who has any
lingering hope that what educators have been doing is a
result of error, accident, or stupidity will be shocked by
the way American social engineers have systematically
gone about destroying the intellect of millions of
American children for the purpose of leading the
American people into a socialist world government
controlled by behavioral and social scientists.”
Example Close to Home
An example of deliberate dumbing-down occurred close
to home recently when my assistant, Stacie Hevener, noticed
that her 9-year-old daughter’s graded homework contained
misspelled words that the teacher hadn’t corrected. When
Stacie called the teacher to ask her why the spelling errors
weren’t corrected, the teacher said it wasn’t important.
While OBE and DSS stories initially sound nonsensical
and far-fetched—all logic and reason turned upside down—
they fall into place when considered in the context of
implementing a socialist agenda. To gain control of the
populace the government must break down the existing
systems that give people strength, character, and community
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cohesion: family, marriage, faith and intellect. This explains
the puzzling fact that DSS is not targeting the drug-ridden
ghettos where many families do live in filth and chaos and
many children are truly neglected and abused. Those
families are already broken down, and that is what DSS’ role
is—to act as the jackboots who will enforce compliance by
the citizens and, ultimately, break down the institution of
family until it is eliminated completely, leaving individuals
isolated, vulnerable and dependent on the government.
So, instead of saving children who are abused,
neglected and abandoned, DSS targets Christians,
homeschoolers and families with strong marriages where two
parents are committed to raising their children to be decent
and self-sufficient, with a solid foundation of values and the
capability to think independently. Most of us still believe
that is the caring and responsible way to raise children, but
this is exactly what the government doesn’t want, as that
takes the control away from Big Brother. During the
Communist takeovers in Russia and China, the aristocracy
and the intellectuals were murdered en masse as they would
be the people most likely to see the larger picture and be
capable of organizing to halt it. By the time the average
working citizen, distracted by the details of daily survival,
sees what’s happening and stands to defend his freedom,
it’s too late. It’s interesting to add the gun control issue
into the equation, as disarming citizens is a key factor for
successful government control. We have plenty of
gun-control laws already, the problem is that only
law-abiding citizens follow the law—and those aren’t
the people we need to worry about. Obviously, a person
who has no compunction about shooting a stranger in
the head is not worried about violating other laws.
There is no question that there is a powerful anti-father
agenda in this country today, but we need to recognize that
the anti-father agenda is a component of the anti-family
agenda. The vicious feminist movement not only attacks
men, but also attacks women who desire to be in a marriage
and raise a family with their husbands. By removing
husbands, the government can create isolation and
vulnerability in women, as well as making them financially
dependent on the state. Children may be questioned about
whether their parents ever argue or yell. Any conflict or
disagreement between spouses is documented as “domestic
violence” and opens up a whole new funding floodgate.
Documented in Our Case Files
Anyone who thinks I am exaggerating can see copies of
service plans from our case files which state “parents will
not yell” and “parents will not have loud or angry
arguments”. All people disagree at some time or another.
Most people, at some time, become angry, argue and even
raise their voices. Conflict is part of the human condition.
Children have witnessed their parents argue for millions
of years. It is not always comfortable, but not
necessarily damaging either. Perhaps, by witnessing
things, we learn how to do things differently. By grossly
stretching the boundaries of definition for domestic
violence, DSS has managed to remove thousands of men
from their homes and from the lives of their children.
There is plenty of sound, scientific literature on the
negative effects of fatherless households on children,
and the degree to which fatherlessness contributes to
the emotional and behavioral decline of children.
That is the goal of DSS, backed by the feminists.
This begins to explain why the funding to “combat
domestic violence” is channeled through DSS. It is an antifamily, anti-Christian, pro-feminist, pro-gay organization.
This is far, far removed from the original purpose of
protecting children from abuse and serious neglect that place
a child at “imminent risk of serious harm”. Their function is
to act as social engineers enforcing a plan of “social
restructuring” through coercion, threats, and intimidation by
seizing or threatening to seize, our children. Remember, it is
DSS who the police, the schools, the day care centers and
the doctors call to turn parents in, not necessarily for acts
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of abuse or neglect, but because the parents are resistant to
enforced government programs. Enforced programs such as
home visitation, parent “training”, drugging or unnecessary
vaccinations, explicit sexual instruction or participation in
batterers “treatment” by parents. The threat of having your
children seized, or never seeing them again, is a powerful
weapon to force citizens to submit to government control.
While breaking down the intellectual development and
moral fiber of our children at school, the schools are also
subversively intruding into our homes. Many shocked
parents are reporting bizarre and invasive questionnaires
given to their children in school. Children may be asked if
their parents argue or “yell”, if the parents drink, if daddy
travels on business, or if there has been a death in the
family and if any of the above frighten or upset the child.
These are all considered “risk factors” in the Goals 2000
family assessment and will red flag a family for DSS
intervention. Home visitation social workers will also
note allergies, mother being overweight, baby crying, and
letting kids stay up too late as “risk factors”.
YMCA Has Joined In
When our daughter was ten, her school called and told
me that the YMCA was offering an after school “adventure”
course on the grounds of their summer camp. It would
involve the rope course and other outdoor, physical
activities. This was offered during the winter so we thought
it would be a great chance for her to beat the winter indoor
doldrums. The YMCA sent home paperwork for us to
complete. I was expecting the usual forms for contact
information, emergency contacts, medical information.
Instead I received a four-page interrogation. After name/
address/child’s age, the third question was: “Has there been
a history of foster care placement?” Some of the rest of the
questions asked if any of the following applied to our child:
Poor attitude towards authority
Swearing
Yelling
Argumentative
Listens to first request (are there really children who do this?)
Family history of drug, alcohol, or tobacco use
Poor choice of friends
Please include any police involvement or arrests (of child’s)
Age at first arrest
DSS contact
Fire setting
Diagnosed mental health issues
Sexual identity issues
Bear in mind that this questionnaire was for 9- and
10-year-old little girls. When I said that I felt the
form to be inappropriate and invasive and that I would
not fill out anything other than necessary information,
our daughter was denied participation.
Licensing of Parents
In addition to the Home Visitation Program, which
brings the government in control of the child before
school age, Goals 2000 is being implemented through
parent licensing, parent-teacher compacts, and parental
report cards issued by the schools. These programs,
under various names, are either in place or being
proposed across the nation. Parental Licensing is still a
point of controversial discussion, although legislation to
pass it into law has been submitted in other states.
The government will determine who may have children
and who may not. Jack C. Westman, a psychiatrist at the
University of Wisconsin and author of Licensing Parents:
Can We Prevent Child Abuse? explains: “A parent license
would place the responsibility on parents to be competent.
The burden of proof would be on the parents to
demonstrate that they are not abusing and neglecting
their children rather than on the state to prove through
quasi-legal proceedings that parents are unfit after they
have damaged their children.” So, parents will be in the
position of having to disprove a negative, and having to
prove that they will not commit future acts.

As one of the most prominent advocates for parental
licensing, he adds, “We must create a new paradigm in which
parenthood is a privilege.” Most parents feel that being a
parent is a privilege, a gift from God that gives our lives
meaning and purpose. But, should it be an entitlement given
to us by the government? Does this mean that some citizens
will be deemed workers, and others breeders? If the
government will select who may propagate and who may not,
how many steps away are we from mandatory sterilization of
those deemed unfit by the government, or those who do not
conform to a societal ideal established by the government? Or
will we allow “them” to breed to provide children to others?
David Lykken, author of Antisocial Personalities,
and a strong advocate of parental licensing, calls for
the immediate removal of newborns from unlicensed
mothers so that they may be placed directly into
foster homes and quickly adopted.
Who will determine who gets the privilege of a license?
Will it be used as a perk for those who “go along” and do not
resist the socialist regime? Who will make the determination
of who may have children and who may not? Will it be done
randomly by a computer? The Illinois legislation established
that not having a license would be grounds for the social
workers to remove the children. An interesting sidebar is
that although parental-licensing advocates are adamant
about the issue, they do not feel that it is necessary for
social workers or foster parents to have licenses.
Parent Training
Paving the way towards parent licensing is the “Parent
Training” program, also enacted in 1994, which is already
firmly entrenched. In the Reauthorization of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1994, local education
agencies are required to reserve a percentage of their Title
I, section 1118, “Parental Involvement” funds for programs
that teach “parenting skills”, not to teens in school, but to
parents who have children enrolled in the schools.
Schools are directed to “coordinate and integrate” their
parental involvement strategies with programs like the
“Parents as Teachers” program that was initiated in Missouri
and became mandatory for all Missouri school districts in
1984. The program, which is a “home/school partnership
that begins at birth” has spread to 44 states, including
Massachusetts. In this mandatory program, parents are
“trained” by “parent educator trainers” (PETs—can you
stand it!). The program is based on the offensive
assumption that all parents are in need of “training” and the
majority are “at risk”. Which explains the condescending,
overbearing attitude that we see in DSS.
The PETs use a Goals 2000 assessment tool called
a “risk factor matrix” which includes 12 categories of
“at risk” parents. As there is no code to indicate a
normal, well-functioning family, any family can fit into
the “at risk” category. Some of the questions from
the Parents as Teachers workbook are:
Does mother respond to child’s vocalizations with
verbal response?
Is mother’s speech distinct, clear, and audible?
Mother occasionally allows child to engage in
messy types of play.
Mother does not scold child.
At least ten books are present and visible during a PET visit.
Parent comments verbally on child’s hunger cues.
Parent does not offer food while child looks down
or turns away.
Parent does not compress lips, grimace, or frown
when making eye contact with child.
Parent verbalizes to child within five seconds after
child has vocalized.
Parent does not talk baby talk to child.
Child stops displaying distress cues within fifteen
seconds after parents soothing attempts.
Other observations to be documented by PETs include:
Does child express distress during grooming (hair
brushing, face washing, nail clipping)?
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Does child withdraw from splashing water?
Does child have difficulty standing in line?
Does child avoid certain tastes or smells?
Is child a picky eater?
Child seeks all kinds of movement.
Child doesn’t seem to notice when face or hands are messy.
Does child jump from one activity to another?
Does child leave clothing twisted on body?
Child appears not to hear what parent says.
Child watches people move around room.
Does child squint in bright light?
The government agents who are using this workbook
to assess your adequacy as a parent claim that these
behaviors indicate child abuse and neglect. Perpetrated by
you—the parents. They also include “passive abuse” which
includes “neglecting to fill out school forms”.
Worcester School Has Parental Report Cards
To justify the need for parent training programs, the
schools have initiated “Parent-Teacher Compacts” and
parental “report cards”. Some compacts are simple, others
can consist of dozens of pages of invasive questioning.
Douglas Elementary School in Worcester, MA sends out a
compact for parents to sign that states that they will “ensure
their children get to school on time, well-rested and wellnourished in addition to monitoring their homework and
leisure time”. Who is going to judge if you have adequately
performed these duties? If the schools do not send out the
questionnaires, they will lose their federal aid.
The irony is that the federal aid is only channeled to
districts that need it because they are considered
“disadvantaged”. So, parents in wealthier districts will be
exempt from this governmental intrusion and judgment and
will not face admonishment if their children ate candy bars
for breakfast, or are not “well-rested” or the parents forgot
to sign the orange homework folder each night.
In some school districts the wording has already changed
from “compact” to contract, and mandates that all parents
contribute a specified number of “volunteer” hours to the
school. This may include baby-sitting for school employees.
Parent report cards document their compliance with the
parent/school compact. One parent report card that we have
obtained includes the following areas and questions (on the
report card, a check mark indicates that the parent is
“successfully nurturing the home/school connection”):
Attendance: Children should be absent only for
the following reasons: illness, death of an immediate
family member, observance of a religious holiday, or
extreme family emergency.
Punctuality: the parent has the child to school on
time each day.
Student health & safety: Has the child eaten healthy
meals and snacks; dresses child appropriately for the
weather; registers child for school aftercare program.
Parent-school communications: parent supports
school policies; parent attends school functions;
completes and returns school documents; has child
return completed homework each day.
Parent involvement: signs and returns the daily
parent homework checklist; attends parent-teacher
conferences; volunteers in classroom; praises child
often; follows through on school’s suggested plans
for child’s success; spends quality time with child.
Given the extremely interpretive nature of the questions,
who could we trust enough to make these assessments?
Why should we be “assessed” when we haven’t done
anything wrong? Do we really want to give government
agents the right to assess us as human beings and as moms
and dads for interpretive social reasons and in the absence
of acts of maltreatment towards our children? Who is to
judge if the time you spend with your child is “quality time”,
or if you have dressed them “appropriately”? Is this
before or after they lost their hats and mittens between
your home and the school? Is that sugary fruit juice and
chemically-sprayed celery a “healthy snack”? I know
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that I, for one, can never remember to sign the orange
homework folder, but then I failed all the other
questions, too. My child definitely cannot stand still in
a line and, I confess, she absolutely squints in bright light,
so I might as well just turn myself in to a “parental training
camp”, which is where parents who fail their report cards in
Illinois have to go. I’d better start packing right away.
The recent case in Massachusetts about the boy who
wanted to wear girls clothes to school and use the girls’
bathroom illustrates the hypocrisy of this system. When we
teach children about homosexual sex in school, we cannot
pretend to be surprised when they assert their “right” to act
it out. At the same time, the national media has been giving
exposure to another story about a boy who was taken away
from his parents by social services because they allowed
him to wear girls clothes to school. In the Massachusetts
case the lesbian Judge Linda Giles wrote: “This court trusts
that exposing children to diversity at an early age serves the
important social goals of increasing their ability to tolerate
differences and teaching them respect for everyone’s
experience,” in the ‘Brave New World’ out there.
How does DSS fit in? They are the enforcers who will
remove your children if you don’t “go along”. A state
police sergeant recently told me that DSS is the ultimate
authority over all issues regarding children in
Massachusetts. Experience and statistics tell us that DSS is
neither a caring nor safe caretaker of our children. When
DSS clients call the legislators for help they are told: “We
can’t help you, we have no power over DSS.” Yet, I have
a letter from U.S. Health & Human Services in Washington
that says it is indeed the state legislators’ responsibility
to hold DSS accountable. The buck is passing faster
here than a three-card Monty game in Times Square.
In the not-so-brave New World [Order] of Goals 2000,
which already has much of it in effect, the government will
dictate how we think and behave, how we interact in our
marriages and relationships, even what tone of voice we
use. Literature on battered women’s syndrome teaches us
that batterers are motivated by the need to control. This is
accomplished over time by tearing down the victim’s
individuality, self-esteem and free will until the person no
longer resists or attempts to assert any independence. This
includes their thinking process. The victim becomes
apathetic, submissive, and compliant—robot-like. This
insidious tearing-down process is also the foundation of
brainwashing and hostage-taking techniques and is clearly
seen in the coercive government intrusion and control that
we are seeing in this country today: the insidious removal
of our free will.—http://www.massnews.com
BABY SEIZED BY STATE POLICE
FROM MOTHER’S HOSPITAL ROOM
By Ed Oliver, massnews.com, 8/23/01
She Fears For Children’s Safety While With DSS
The mother whose newborn baby was seized by
state police and DSS agents from her arms at the
Mary Lane Hospital last month, says she fears for the
lives and safety of her newborn, Aaron, and her fouryear-old, Damien, who are in DSS custody.
Her 5-year-old son, Kyle, died after a Rottweiler
attacked him this June while in another DSS foster home.
Atty. Gregory Hession says the snatch from the
hospital could be retribution by DSS for the wrongfuldeath suit the mother has filed against the agency.
In an interview with MassNews, Diana Ross from
Ware said, “They murdered one child. I am not going
to sit back and let them hurt my other two boys.”
Compounding her worries, Ross said DSS placed her
infant son and Damien together with two homosexual men who
say they want to adopt them. “I told DSS I didn’t want that.
I said I think the boys should bond with their mother, not with

gay men. They told me I have no say in the matter.”
Ross told MassNews she would have the boys
checked out at a hospital for molestation immediately
after she gets them back from DSS, particularly after a
gay, foster care parent in Worcester County was
arrested last month for raping two boys in his custody.
Judge Is No Help
Circuit Judge Patricia M. Dunbar decided on
August 22 in Hampden County Juvenile Court that
DSS could keep custody of the newborn Ross infant.
Atty. Hession told MassNews that Dunbar said that DSS
did not meet the burden of proof with the baby and did not
make reasonable efforts to keep the child with the family.
However, the judge decided that custody of the infant would
remain with DSS based on Ross’ previous history with DSS.
“Essentially, Judge Dunbar is saying ‘we don’t care
what the law says. There is a problem here and we are
going to take the child,’” said Hession, who added,
“The department simply wants to take children rather
than provide services so the family can stay together.”
Hession said he would have to study the opinion
before deciding on any future course of action.
DSS spokesman Michael MacCormack released a
statement on the Ross case and told MassNews he
did not want to comment further.
“The Department’s decision to file a petition for
custody of Infant A. Ross was the result of a careful
review of this family’s history, which was incorporated,
together with information provided by medical, child
welfare and mental-health professionals, into a petition
filed with the Northhampton Juvenile Court, and led to the
temporary transfer of custody of this infant to DSS.
“Cognizant of Ms. Ross’ desire to care for her infant, we
are nonetheless mandated to insure that the infant’s safety
and best interests are protected in a safe environment. We
are grateful that the Court’s decision today affirms the
Department’s position on the safety of this child.”
While mindful of the privacy of the child, DSS would
not even reveal the identity of the “medical, child welfare
and mental health professionals” with whom it consulted.
Observers say it sounds like they are all social workers
employed by DSS, but the agency will always use a phrase
like that to avoid being accountable to the public.
Police Raid Hospital Room
After giving birth on Sunday, August 5, Ross says
she was celebrating with her family in her hospital room
on Monday. A nurse entered the room and took the
baby, saying she had to check his vital signs.
Within minutes a posse of police, state police and DSS
social workers swarmed the room and informed the family
that DSS had taken the baby due to a 51A report of
“neglect” which had been filed by a nurse only hours after
the baby was born. The report alleges that Ross had not
fed her baby “the right way” when she was in recovery and
had allowed her mother to hold and feed the newborn.
The physician, Dr. Torbin Iverson, entered the mother’s
room to see what was occurring and expressed his shock and
confusion at the state’s action. He stated that the mother
and baby were doing well and he had not seen any problems.
It was difficult to understand how the charge of “not feeding
right” could be made while the mother was under the care,
supervision and scrutiny of maternity ward staff.
Ross told MassNews, “A DSS social worker told me
they had a complaint of neglect and they were taking my
baby. They threw a paper on my bed and told me to
fight it in court,” said Ross. “I was hysterical.”
DSS Worker Runs Out of Hospital with Police
Ross’ mother Sandra told MassNews that when she
drove up to the hospital to visit her daughter, she saw a DSS
social worker running out of the hospital with the baby and
flanked by state and local police. She said a state policeman
prevented her from entering the hospital.
Dr. Iverson told MassNews, “It was unusual for DSS to
come in this manner and remove a baby. The times I saw the
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mother with the baby she seemed okay. She certainly seems
to be very concerned and caring and loves her children.”
Dr. Iverson, who is an obstetrician-gynecologist, told
MassNews that although he can’t prove that Ross is a fit
mother, because it is outside of his field, Ross always kept
her appointments and took good pre-natal care of her baby.
A copy of the “Nursing Progress Continuation Notes”
from the hospital reveals that DSS told social workers at the
hospital to tip them off when Ross delivered her baby.
The records note that after the birth, Ross was
encouraged multiple times to hold the infant and the bottle
upright, as well as stimulate the infant to stay awake during
feeds. “Mother not following instruction”, it says. It also states
that the mother did properly clean and change the infant
and that bonding was occurring between mother and child.
The nursing notes were relayed by phone to DSS
social worker Ann Kochis, according to the notes.
Hospital Was Told What to Do
According to the notes, DSS told the hospital to
issue a “51A Neglect Report” against Ross. The
hospital informed DSS that they were unable to
establish neglect in such a short time, yet, they filed
the 51A anyway with DSS social worker Kay Durepo.
“51A form sent to DSS per their request. DSS aware that
we are unable to establish neglect in such a short period of
time. Form sent regardless”, the nursing records state.
DSS Social Worker Ann Kochis and Area Director
Ellen Patashnic at the DSS East Springfield Office
refused to comment for MassNews, directing all
questions to public affairs in Boston.
Attorney Greg Hession, who is helping to get Ross’
baby back, told MassNews that in order for DSS to take
the baby, the law requires either “serious abuse and
neglect”, such as broken bones, wounds and starvation,
or “the likelihood of future serious abuse and neglect”.
He added that DSS “would have had to make reasonable
efforts to keep the child with the mother.”
Attorney Alan Goodman told MassNews, “The only
abuse that has taken place in this whole situation has been the
abuse of Diana Ross, the mother, by this bureaucracy called
DSS that is out of control. DSS appears to be an agency bent
on breaking up families under the guise of child protection.”
Many observers point to the adoption bonuses that DSS
receives from the federal government when it takes a child
from its parents and adopts it out to foster parents.
Seized in 1999
Ross’ two boys, Kyle and Damien, were seized in
December 1999, after Kyle wandered outside the
house. Ross, a single mother, had previously clashed
with DSS over similar incidents.
Kyle was born in September 1995 and Damien in
September 1997.
DSS placed Damien with a gay couple and Kyle was
placed with Linda McNeil and her boyfriend, Eddie
Finklea Jr., who kept a Rottweiler in the backyard.
“Kyle told me he loved me and wanted to come
home,” said Ross. “DSS told him he was never going
home. I promised Kyle I would get him home.
“He told me he got hurt in the foster home. He had
bruises on his bottom and legs and burns he said were from
a flatiron. DSS told me the burns were from a heater. Kyle
told me the people at the foster home locked him crying in
the bedroom, while they partied with drugs and alcohol.”
In a shocking story that made headlines, Kyle was
attacked and killed by the Rottweiler in June of this year
after he wandered into the dog’s unlocked pen.
Ross’ mother, Sandra Daneault, told MassNews that she
remembers after they got the news, Diana was distraught
and tearfully apologized to a photo of Kyle that she could
not get him home like she had promised him.
With the help of Attorney Alan Goodman, Ross,
who was pregnant, filed suit against the dog’s owner
and has taken preliminary steps to sue the
Department of Social Services for wrongful death and
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emotional distress on behalf of her son.
In an apparent retaliation, Ross’ infant son Aaron was
seized from her by DSS at the hospital the day after he was
born and just two months after the tragic death of Kyle.
Letters and cards of support may be sent to: Diana
Ross, 34 Vigeant Street, Apt. # 2, Ware, MA 01082.
Donations of any size may be sent to: The Ross
Legal Defense Fund, c/o Justice for Families, P.O. Box
1560, Cotuit, MA 02635.
Letters and calls of protest should be sent to: Governor
Jane Swift, State House, Boston, MA 02133, as well as your
local state representative, Congressman (DSS takes federal
funding for snatching babies), as well as major media outlets.
DSS CHIEF CHALLENGED AT GOVERNOR’S COUNCIL
By Ed Oliver, massnews.com, 8/30/01
‘I wouldn’t trust him to judge a pie contest’
Nev Moore, executive director of Justice for Families,
poured ice-water on the feel-good atmosphere yesterday
when she told the Governor’s Council that DSS
Commissioner Jeffrey A. Locke is not responsive to the
concerns of families that are torn apart by his agency.
Moore held the room spellbound as she calmly
made her case in opposition to Locke’s nomination as
a judge in the Superior Court.
He shifted
uncomfortably in his chair during her presentation.
“I wouldn’t trust him to judge a pie contest,” said
Moore.
Moore is a respected activist who works with
parents and children who undergo the trauma of damage
from the agency which is supposed to be helping them.
Her revelation a few weeks ago, about state troopers
who accompanied DSS workers to seize a newborn baby
from a mother in the hospital, has received national
outrage, including the Wall Street Journal.
She suggested that the Governor’s Council speak with
other legislators, especially with the members of the
Committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs, who she
said have expressed their surprise and concern that Locke
does not address allegations and serious concerns about
DSS that are raised in committee meetings.
She said that legislators tell her that ever since
Locke took over DSS, the commissioner’s office
became “locked up tight and incommunicado” and
operates under a “siege mentality”.
“It’s absolutely unforgivable because it’s a
taxpayer-funded agency and he needs to remember
who is writing his paycheck,” said Moore.
“We’re not talking about an organization that builds
roads and bridges as it should, we’re talking about an
organization that can destroy a family for life,” said Moore.
Dishonest and Negative Behavior
Moore told the Governor’s Council that Locke
displayed a consistent pattern of dishonest and
negative behavior in several areas:
Deliberately and knowingly lying to the public in
quotes made to the media.
Consistent refusal to even acknowledge communications
and concerns from anxious legislators, lawyers or parents.
Ignorance of laws and regulations pertaining to DSS.
Evasion of responsibility for the organization
beneath him.
Allowing DSS field workers and supervisors to
misrepresent themselves as licensed social workers
when they are not.
Refusal to work with the legislature or respond to
legislators’ calls and communications.
Deliberate violations of federal regulations by
filing false documents in order to collect federal
funding and not establishing citizen-review panels.
Violation of federal restraint and drugging regulations.

Meeting Room Is Packed
The hearing room was packed with media expecting
fireworks over the issue of Edmund Burke, who charges
that Locke sent him to jail in 1998 for the murder of a
75-year-old woman by misleading a judge about forensic
evidence that was actually helpful to Burke.
Later in the hearing, Councilor Carole A. Fiola told
Locke that her antennae were raised by the number of
letters she has received in opposition to his
nomination. She said the letters specifically mention
his temperament and demeanor.
During a break, MassNews attempted to ask Jeffrey
Locke some questions. When he heard the name
Massachusetts News, he stiffened and said “No!” When
pursued, he said “I’m not saying anything to the media.”
Governor Jane Swift nominated Locke on July 31 to the
position of Associate Justice of the Superior Court. By law,
the eight elected members of the Governor’s Council must
give its advice and consent to the nomination.
The council will vote next Wednesday on the
nomination.
Locke Praised Himself
Locke waxed eloquent about public service and praised
his own work at DSS by saying he brought an outsider’s
perspective and “restored the morale of the department”.
He said he instilled a “sense of teamwork and family” and
brought “a quality assurance approach” to the agency.
Locke said he wanted to leave the agency a little
better than he found it.
Locke disclosed that there are currently 13
lawsuits against him pertaining to DSS. He
downplayed that fact by saying it is not unusual for
the head of an agency to be named in a lawsuit.
In a revealing statement to those who grapple with
the real-life horror of having DSS snatch their children
based on slim or fraudulent pretexts, Locke said he
“defends the staff” of social workers, because “you
never lay your troops out on the firing line. That
leaves the staff to feel free to go do casework.”
A throng of supporters, including the chief justices of
the Superior Court and Juvenile Court, heaped accolades on
him at the judicial nomination hearing on Beacon Hill.
Burke Case Was Muted
The issue about Edmund Burke was muted at the
hearing after Burke’s two lawyers, Jeff Denner and Robert
Sinsheimer came out in support of Locke’s nomination.
Sinsheimer, who has known Locke since 1983, went so
far as to say the Burke matter is likely to make Locke
a better judge because he will be more sensitive to the
rights of accused persons.
Councilors still expressed their concern that Burke spent
time in jail even though forensic evidence did not justify it.
WE NEED A CITIZEN WHO OBEYS THE LAW
TO LEAD DSS
massnews.com, 8/31/01
Jeffrey Locke’s Departure Is an Opportunity
When State Police troopers burst into the
maternity ward of a hospital earlier this month and
helped a social worker seize a day-old baby from the
arms of its mother, all of us were brutally damaged.
But it took the Wall Street Journal to tell us so. It had
a headline on Monday, “Another Massachusetts Outrage”
involving DSS. They described the incident as “chilling”.
But no one in Massachusetts, media or politician,
appear to be aware that anything has even happened.
To make it worse, the person in charge at DSS, Jeffrey
Locke, was praised and lauded at a hearing before the
Governors Council on Wednesday without anyone even
mentioning the incident. Locke was at the hearing because
Gov. Swift has appointed him as a judge on our Superior Court.
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When Locke becomes a judge (as he surely will in
this state) he will be ruling on important cases
affecting our fundamental liberties like this.
We Need Law-Abiding Commissioner
We’ve already lost any argument about the
judgeship. Locke will become just another failed
politician who will be elevated to our courts.
But it’s crucial that we get a law-abiding person to head
up DSS. The new person must not be a social worker or
someone else who is a part of the system. It should be an
outsider who can bring integrity to this department.
It must be someone who understands that our law
holds that one of the most important tenets of our
society is that a child is raised by his or her parents.
Only when a child is abused can the state go to a
judge and seek to remove the child.
And the state can never take a child without the prior
approval of a judge unless it is an extreme emergency.
How could Jeffrey Locke believe this was an extreme
emergency? His DSS had plotted for months to remove
the child as soon as it was born. Why didn’t he go to
a judge before seizing the child as is required by law?
Why wasn’t the mother allowed to come before a judge
and argue for her rights and that of the child?
They didn’t do that because DSS knew that they
would lose if they did.
And they also know that the judges of
Massachusetts always allow them to break the law with
impunity. So why should they bother to follow the law?
It may also be a factor that the mother in this case had
sued Locke and he was getting even with her.
Why wasn’t he asked any of this by anyone at
his hearing?
It will sound trite but DSS operates as they do in Cuba
or China, but we live in a place where we have Harvard Law
School, the Boston Bar Association and all the other
bastions of liberty for which we are famous.
Does your child have to be taken before we realize that
all of us are under attack when we have lost the rule of law?
Only Nev Moore Challenged It
The only person who challenged the appointment of
Jeffrey Locke to be a judge in the Superior Court was Nev
Moore, President of Justice for Families and an activist for
children and parents who have been damaged by DSS.
Moore held the room spellbound as she calmly
made her case in opposition to Locke’s nomination as
a judge in the Superior Court.
He shifted
uncomfortably in his chair during her presentation. “I
wouldn’t trust him to judge a pie contest,” she said.
She suggested that the Governor’s Council speak with
other legislators, especially with the members of the
Committee on Human Services and Elderly Affairs, who she
said have expressed their surprise and concern that
Locke does not address allegations and serious concerns
about DSS that are raised in committee meetings.
She said that legislators tell her that ever since
Locke took over DSS, the commissioner’s office
became “locked up tight and incommunicado” and
operates under a “siege mentality”.
“It’s absolutely unforgivable because it’s a
taxpayer-funded agency and he needs to remember
who is writing his paycheck,” said Moore. “We’re
not talking about an organization that builds roads
and bridges as it should—we’re talking about an
organization that can destroy a family for life.”
We Can Do Better for Our Children
We must let Gov. Swift know that we expect
someone much better than Jeffrey Locke to run this
agency which is so out of control.
Let’s hope that Gov. Swift will do better by us on her
appointment and tap someone who is truly independent of
the social worker clique which dominates that agency.
We must really think about the children this time.—
http://www.massnews.com
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Man-Made Earthquakes:
Stage For Nuclear War
Dr. Peter D. Beter AUDIO LETTER® No. 25.
“AUDIO LETTER®” is a registered trademark of
Audio Books, Inc., a Texas corporation, which originally
produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc. This is the Dr. Beter
AUDIO LETTER®, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August
26, 1977, and this is my AUDIO LETTER® No. 25.
It is now almost three months since I recorded
AUDIO LETTER No. 24 on May 28, 1977 [MM:
CONTACT issue of 8/29/01, page 15]; and as I warned
you then, the plans for Dictatorship and War are now
being speeded up. At that time, about three months ago,
the Soviet program of planting nuclear weapons in the
inland lakes and rivers of the United States had turned
into an all-out, silent attack on our country. Soviet
agents in vans, campers, and trucks were fanning out
unhampered throughout our land turning our peaceful
countryside into an unsuspected battlefield strewn with
nuclear mines capable of destroying our water resources;
and at no level of government—local, state, or federal—
was anything being done to stop it. Local and state
authorities when alerted to Soviet activities in their areas
of jurisdiction were shrugging it off in absolute disbelief.
They were saying in effect, “Relax. Just trust the
Federal Government to take care of everything.”
With this attitude as an excuse, they were and still are
shirking their sworn duty to at least investigate conclusively
some very specific leads they have been given. But as for
the Federal Government, actions such as the waiving of the
Jones Act by Treasury Secretary Blumenthal to allow
Soviet vessels to ply our inland waterways speak for
themselves. And just as in the case of the Fort Knox Gold
Scandal three years ago, there’s no effort whatever
now to disprove my charges about the Soviet nuclear
sabotage of America—but only to discredit them.
I think this parallel makes the current status of the
Gold Scandal worthy of comment. After three years of
tireless effort by my friend Edward Durell, the Fort Knox
Gold Scandal now shows renewed signs of breaking into
the open in spite of all the lies and tricks the Rockefellercontrolled Federal Government can do. The international
financial community is now more concerned about the
massive evidence of fraud surrounding America’s
alleged monetary gold supply than ever before,
because the sheer weight of evidence now makes it
impossible for anyone except the Rockefeller-dominated
major media to ignore it. The Carter Administration has
become so concerned about this that on July 28, 1977,
just last month, Treasury Secretary Blumenthal took the
extreme step of going to the Fort Knox Bullion
Depository himself. Can you imagine? He had himself
photographed by TIME magazine sitting on the same
stack of warmed-over junk gold bars viewed at Fort
Knox in Compartment No. 33 in September 1974. Then
he went to Louisville to deliver his speech, prepared
before he left Washington, saying how impressed he was
with the wonderful hoard of gold he had just inspected
at Fort Knox. Former Treasury Secretary William Simon

knew better than to go there personally, even at the
height of the public controversy over Fort Knox three
years ago. Instead he sent poor Mrs. Mary Brooks, the
unsuspecting head of the Bureau of the Mint, to tell the
world, “It’s all here.” But now extreme measures are
called for in the name of “cover-up” because, while the
public sleeps, the powerful financial community shows
signs of awakening with a roar. If you would like a very
hard-hitting, fully-documented summary of the mountain
of evidence that now has the Treasury Department so
worried, send a business-sized, self-addressed envelope
bearing first-class United States postage for two (2)
ounces (24 cents—at the time of this recording) to:
Mr. Edward Durell, P.O. Box 586, Berryville, VA 22611.
Only time will tell whether in fact the Fort Knox
Gold Scandal will at last be revealed truthfully to the
American people at large; but even if it breaks today, it’s
already more than three years overdue. The United
States Congress chose to ignore my charges and my
evidence when I testified about it in April 1974; and, my
friends, we don’t have three years to wait for the truth
to come out about the Soviet nuclear mining of the
United States. We are on borrowed time!
That is why, after recording AUDIO LETTER No.
24 three months ago, I suspended the AUDIO LETTER
to concentrate all my efforts on a campaign to prove
conclusively the presence of Soviet nuclear weapons
inside our country for all to see. I knew that it was a
long shot because none of the citizen groups with whom
I was in contact had access to sophisticated equipment
of any kind, or much money to spend on it or even
much free time. But I believed it was still worth the try,
because as I warned in AUDIO LETTER No. 24, only
total exposure of the Soviet threat to our nation has any
chance of turning aside NUCLEAR WAR ONE. It is,
therefore, painful to have to tell you, my friends, that my
efforts and those with whom I have been working
around the United States have so far been unsuccessful
in achieving their primary goal—the physical recovery
and public display in a safe manner of a Soviet nuclear
bomb from a lake or river. There has been some partial
success in spreading the alarm more widely than before,
but the total exposure, which is so vital to our survival
as a nation, still has not been accomplished.
Since recording AUDIO LETTER No. 24 in May, I
have responded to requests from concerned citizens
throughout America asking for the locations of any Soviet
nuclear weapons in their areas. In many cases upon
receiving this information, people have tried to get local
or state authorities to investigate, usually without even a
token of success, although in two or three cases there
does seem to be some genuine interest at the local level.
Other people have gone to their local newspapers, but
these in general have not bothered even to contact me to
find out more about the story. Finally, scattered attempts
have been made by groups of citizens in a number of
states to send scuba divers down to search the bottom
of reservoirs in an attempt to actually find a bomb.
These private citizens, who by their own choice have
donned diving equipment and spent their own time and
their own money to at least try, deserve all of our
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thanks. I am not aware of a single case in which these
private searches were able to be done with the aid of
anything more than a hand-carried underwater light, or
in rare cases a commercial underwater metal detector,
and some divers did not even have this much; and yet
they have tried to do that which the Federal Government,
spending over $80 billion yearly on so-called Defense,
refuses to do. In one case which has been confirmed,
two bombs were found and retrieved, not from a
reservoir or river but from a saltwater cove in a resort
area on the East coast; but these two bombs, instead of
being made public, were turned over to the Federal
Government by the individuals involved for their own
reasons. Otherwise, I cannot confirm that any other
bombs have been found or retrieved up to now.
Two months ago what may turn out to have been
our one best opportunity to catch some Soviet agents
red-handed occurred in Texas. An individual was driving
along a country road after midnight when he noticed an
old-style green-and-white delivery van with Florida license
plates parked for the night on the roadside. It looked like
a hippie van, yet was parked with legal precision complete
with regulation high-visibility warning markers set out
along the edge of the road. Something just didn’t look
right about it, and on a hunch my friend found a pay
phone and called to ask whether by chance any Soviet
vans were scheduled to be on that road at that time. One
of my Intelligence contacts quickly checked the available
information and reported back that two Soviet trucks
should be parked for the night on that road—one of them
in the exact location where my friend had seen the
green-and-white van. Furthermore, the vans were still
enroute to their targets and still had nuclear weapons
aboard. My friend then spent the next four hours trying
in vain to bring about some decisive action concerning
the van. He called a friend who was acquainted with my
warnings about the bombs, getting him out of bed at 1:30
A.M.—and together they tried in vain to get the
appropriate law enforcement authorities in that area to go
with them and investigate the van. Finally, they drove
back out to the van at around 3:30 A.M., stopped behind
it with their car lights illuminating the van, and took two
photographs—one a close-up of the Florida license plate.
The next day they went to the local police headquarters
and asked them for identification information about the
van, giving them the Florida license number. The police
used their teletype to check with Florida—and the State
of Florida wired back that the license number given them
was non-existent and the van unidentifiable.
And so it has gone, my friends. Those who are
ready and willing to take action on behalf of our beloved
country are hampered by limited resources; and those
who do have the necessary resources and authority to
take decisive action refuse to do so for an endless variety
of reasons. Many simply do not believe, others cannot
bring themselves to part with a portion of their own
personal wealth, time, and effort but cast about forever
looking for someone else to do it. And virtually
everyone in a position of authority to act, whether great
or small, is not strengthened by that authority but
imprisoned by it, afraid to run any risk of a wrong
decision that might hurt their career. Meanwhile, time
has slipped by waiting for no man, and now the
Soviet Union has completed their project of planting
nuclear mines in the inland lakes and rivers of the
United States. Furthermore, since they still have not
been impeded in any way, they are now placing
additional bombs at other kinds of targets which will
rank lower in priority than our water resources.
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My basic task of warning you in advance about the plans
of our Hidden Rulers for events to come was completed with
AUDIO LETTER No. 24, three months ago. Now,
unfortunately, a new phase is beginning for the AUDIO
LETTER, because increasingly it will be my duty now to
chronicle the step-by-step fulfillment of these terrible plans as
they are carried out. Time and again these plans have been
delayed, tripped up, and brought to nothing by our
merciful God who wanted us to use our heads to see the
truth around us for what it is, and turn to Him; but, my
friends, you know as well as I do that America as a nation
has not done this; so now by our own choice we are going
to suffer—and the suffering will get worse and worse
until and unless we as a people open our eyes. I realize,
my friends, that these are hard words. Many will hear them
and reject them outright, but this I know: Events themselves
are going to put man in his place in no uncertain terms.
My three special topics for today are:
Topic #1—THE PANAMA CANAL TRAP FOR WAR
Topic #2—THE SECOND BATTLE OF BRITAIN
Topic #3—MAN-MADE EARTHQUAKES TO SET
THE STAGE FOR NUCLEAR WAR ONE
Topic #1—Four and a half years ago in early
1973 I wrote my book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST
THE DOLLAR. I ended the book with the following
words of warning about the Panama Canal:
“The United States presence in the Panama Canal
Zone area is a geostrategic necessity to insure
shipping through the canal. It will also become a
geostrategic necessity for the new Asian aristocracy,
just as Europe became for the New Imperialism.
If the new Asian forces are not understood, but are
met with ignorance and arrogance, then the world will
indeed be headed not for a ‘generation of peace’ of
which President Nixon has so proudly boasted, but for
World War III.” (End of quotation from my book.)
By June 1974 I had received hard evidence to the
effect that the Republic of Guyana, Venezuela’s
neighbor, had become the new Cuba with nuclear
medium-range missiles targeted on the Panama Canal as
well as targets in the extreme southern United States.
I reported this on radio talk shows all around the
United States at that time, together with additional
Intelligence to the effect that the Panama Canal was being
planned for use in triggering nuclear war on America three
to four years later on—that is mid-1977 to mid-1978. In
October 1974 I recorded my first talking tape entitled
“HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF DURING THE
COMING DEPRESSION AND THIRD WORLD WAR”;
and in that tape, recorded nearly three years ago, I repeated
my warnings about the plans of powerful men to
deliberately involve America in nuclear war and the plans
to use the Panama Canal to help trigger this war.
Three and four years ago my warnings about nuclear
war to come fell on deaf ears. So-called “detente” with the
Soviet Union was in full bloom, after all; and besides,
wasn’t the United States the most powerful nation on
Earth? And as for the Panama Canal, most Americans
then were not even thinking about the Canal, much less
excited about it. But now it is three years later.
In the short space of a year, what was called detente
has been shredded and dumped in the trash basket.
Frightening new estimates of fantastic military
spending by the Soviet Union have been disclosed by the
CIA, after playing down such spending for 10 years.
Well known Rockefeller associates have formed a group
called “The Committee for the Present Danger” to publicize
the Soviet drive for military dominance, and the Panama
Canal has become an issue that grows hotter by the day.

The so-called “surprise attack” on Pearl Harbor nearly
36 years ago disarmed all political opposition to America’s
entry into the war in Europe. In one stroke the Pearl
Harbor attack created a wave of emotion to go to war.
In the same way, the Real Rulers of America are now
setting up the American people for another such wave
of emotion—this time over the Panama Canal.
The conspirators do not really want any new treaties
with Panama despite the lip service in favor of them by
their hired hands, such as Carter and Kissinger. Their actual
goal is the exact opposite. They want people like Senator
Strom Thurmond and Jesse Helms, not to mention Ronald
Reagan, to fight the pair of new treaties and defeat them;
thus giving Panama an excuse to go to Moscow for help.
This is why conservative leaders and organizations
are suddenly getting all the publicity they can handle
on the Panama Canal issue—courtesy of none other
than the Rockefeller-dominated major media.
Since the defeat of the two new Panama Canal treaties
will be blamed on the conservatives, they will also be
blamed for the consequent events in the mindless march
toward nuclear war. The self-styled conservative leaders
in Congress, therefore, are falling into a dangerous trap and
taking millions of good and patriotic people with them.
They look the other way about such things as the Fort Knox
Gold Scandal, and they run the other way rather than
investigate the Soviet nuclear sabotage of our own country;
but the emotional appeal and great publicity surrounding the
Panama Canal issue have made it too juicy to resist—and
they have swallowed it hook, line, and sinker. Whether the
Canal is used as the final trigger for NUCLEAR WAR ONE
itself, or whether it plays only a supporting role in bringing
on the war is still at the option of the conspirators; but
either way the conservatives lose. Even so, this is not
to say that Jimmy Carter will win on this issue.
Four days after Carter’s inauguration as President
seven months ago, in AUDIO LETTER No. 20, I alerted
you that a Carter Watergate was already in the works; and
now, my friends, it has already begun. In the three months
since I recorded AUDIO LETTER No. 24, the
controversy over the personal finances of Bert Lance,
Carter’s Budget Director and former banker, has turned
into daily headline news. Because of the closeness of the
ties between Carter and Lance, Carter’s image has
already begun to suffer, but this is only the beginning.
Not only is Carter’s moral leadership image being
tarnished by his defense of questionable practices by
Lance, but more and more questions are being raised in
the major media about Carter’s judgment; and once a
leader’s judgment ceases to be trusted, he is finished.
Confusion in NATO over what to expect from the
Carter Administration is causing nervousness—and recently
this boiled over into bitter German protests when a secret
White House contingency plan came to light. The plan calls
for one-third of West Germany to be conceded in the event
of a Soviet invasion. Can you imagine? As of now, only
one major factor is preventing a complete rift between the
United States and the European members of NATO. That
single factor is the hope that Carter will proceed with
production of the neutron bomb, a tactical weapon.
Without this bomb the increasingly outnumbered and outgunned NATO forces will face hopeless odds in any
Warsaw Pact attack; but the American neutron bomb has
one weakness that may prevent it from doing NATO any
good. It would not be deployed for operational use until
at least a year and a half from now, in 1979. Meanwhile,
the Soviet Union already has operational neutron bombs.
A neutron bomb is a special version of a hydrogen
bomb, so designed that a shower of deadly neutron
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radiation covers an area much larger than the area affected
by the explosive blast. In nuclear weapons terminology, it
is a “clean bomb” because it produces very little fallout or
residual radioactivity in comparison to conventional nuclear
weapons. If exploded above a city, for example, it can
destroy all life over a wide area and yet do relatively little
blast damage to buildings and structures in the area.
Fourteen months ago in AUDIO LETTER No. 13 I
revealed that the Soviet Union already has such so-called
clean hydrogen bombs; and three months ago when I
recorded AUDIO LETTER No. 24, I reported that seven
(7) trucks bearing nuclear weapons and driven by
Soviet agents had been stopped by Canadian
authorities on May 18 just before they attempted to
cross over the border from Canada into northern Idaho.
As of the recording date, I had not yet received any further
word about any action taken, but now I can tell you more.
The seven trucks were driven by a total of 14 Canadian
and American Communists, two per truck. They were
apprehended by a special joint unit of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police and Army Security, and placed under arrest
after the nature of their cargo was confirmed. They were
all charged with acts of treason and incarcerated initially at
Wainwright, Alberta, but they have since been
transferred to one or more other unspecified locations.
Each truck was loaded with two fourteen-foot-long
crates, three feet square. Each crate contained a small
single-warhead missile, and it was learned by Canadian
Intelligence that the trucks were all bound for Lake
Superior. All 14 of these missiles were the same type as
the 53 previously planted in the Great Lakes, and the
warheads were all neutron bombs. Thus the Soviet Union
can still satisfy all of the considerations which originally led
them to agree to the super-secret “Nuclear Safe Zone”
across the upper portion of the United States which I
revealed in AUDIO LETTER No. 12 for May 1976.
Since neutron bombs kill people but preserve most real
estate, the great industrial and agricultural heartland of
America will still be usable for Soviet benefit after
NUCLEAR WAR ONE; and the explosion of clean neutron
bombs over our northern cities will not produce significant
fallout to drift around the globe and land on Russia.
After the 14 neutron-bomb missiles were disarmed,
they were divided up—several were sent to Great Britain
and several to the United States while several remained in
Canada. Within two weeks the neutron bombs suddenly
became big news in the United States with Jimmy Carter
in the spotlight as the man to decide whether such a thing
would be produced or not. By early July, news reports
said that the United States had already tested a neutron
bomb at the underground test site in Nevada; but what was
not mentioned is that this was a test of a Soviet warhead
like those now lurking in the Great Lakes—not an
American device! Canadian officials are completely baffled
at this point by the conduct of the United States
Government in keeping all of these things under wraps, but
the Canadians are abiding by their obligations under mutual
defense treaties not to break the story publicly on a unilateral
basis because certain key officials apparently still do not
believe that top American officials are deliberately betraying
us all into nuclear disaster. And now, my friends, the
nuclear mining of strategic points in Canada too has begun,
beginning around Montreal—while continued secrecy allows
the Soviet Union to build their war trap all around us!
Topic #2—On September 30, 1938, the famous
agreement at Munich was reached which was then hailed
by British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain as assuring
“Peace in our time”. For years the British and French
had watched Hitler’s Germany as it re-armed to the teeth,
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and the only response had been a policy of appeasement.
As a result, at Munich they were negotiating from a
position of weakness. And to further appease Hitler, they
agreed to the partition of a country that was not even
party to the negotiations—Czechoslovakia. But as we all
know, the Munich agreement did not bring “peace in our
time”. Less than two years after Munich, on July 10,
1940, the skies over Britain suddenly filled with Hitler’s
bombers, and the Battle of Britain had begun.
The lightning warfare that had paralyzed and crushed
other victims was now to smash Britain as well—or so it
seemed. Through the summer and autumn of 1940 the
world watched for the invasion of Britain to be launched
across the English Channel, but the invasion never came.
The world watched with growing astonishment as the
Spitfires of the Royal Air Force ruined attack after attack
by Goering’s air armada; for the British, in spite of
public pronouncements about “Peace in our time”, had
learned the lesson of Munich well—and during the short
breathing space that followed, the British Government
had secretly launched a crash program to prepare
for the fight for survival that was looming ahead.
We in America who had not yet experienced the
horrors of war on our own soil have had our survival
instinct lulled to sleep by propaganda and distractions of all
kinds—but not so in Great Britain. Some months ago I
revealed that of all the nations of the Free World, only Great
Britain is engaging in a sustained, determined effort to stave
off military attack by the Soviet Union to the best of her
ability. And, my friends, this is still true, because the
lessons of the past are not lost on the British. On June 18,
1940, Sir Winston Churchill spoke in the House of
Commons to declare that the British were determined to
fight rather than surrender, whatever the odds; and that
same spirit is quietly being rekindled in Britain today. An
internal struggle within the British Government is going on
between those with this view and others, some of them very
powerful who are Rockefeller agents, striving to induce
Britain to lie down and die. But so far there are still enough
patriots in the British Government to carry the day.
When I recorded AUDIO LETTER No. 15 one year
ago in August 1976, I revealed the navigational coordinates
of 64 newly planted Soviet underwater-launch nuclear
missiles in the territorial waters of the countries around the
world. At that time, Soviet missiles were planted more
densely around the British Isles than anywhere else on
Earth, because the Soviet Union views England like a giant
aircraft carrier that must be sunk to help free the Soviet
Navy to explode into the Atlantic unhampered when war
comes. The importance of this to the Soviet Union was
illustrated the following month, in late September 1976. As
I reported in AUDIO LETTER No. 16 for that month, the
Soviet Union carried out a massive, extremely rapid
deployment of submarines into attack positions along our
east, west, and Gulf coasts late in September involving at
least 142 submarines. This took place only a matter of
days after I had met for well over an hour at the Pentagon
with General George S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, to discuss the growing Soviet underwater
missile crisis with him. The purpose of the massive
deployment of Soviet naval power along our shores was a
power play to prevent the United States Navy from being
allowed to capture a Soviet missile-laying mini-sub that was
then trapped in Chesapeake Bay. And as I reported the
following month in AUDIO LETTER No. 17, it worked.
The very idea that the Soviet Union is capable of such
rapid, massive, and well-coordinated deployments of its
huge submarine fleet seems unbelievable to many, and
many therefore ignored what I revealed last September

about this incident. But just four weeks ago, on July 29,
1977, NATO Intelligence sources in Brussels revealed a
recent naval exercise by the Soviet Union that once again
exhibited this same capability to fill the oceans with
overwhelming numbers of submarines. According to the
news dispatch by the British Reuters News Service, quote:
“Eighty-nine Soviet submarines swarmed into the
Atlantic Ocean recently in a massive show of naval
strength that stretched NATO surveillance forces to
their limits, NATO Intelligence sources revealed
yesterday. More Soviet submarines were deployed
between North America and Europe than ever
before, said one senior Intelligence officer.”
And, my friends, this statement is true since
the 142 submarines that threatened the United States
last September were not all in the Atlantic—many
were in the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific.
Quoting the Reuters dispatch again:
“American and British submarines, which usually
trail Soviet submarines, were unable to cope with the
rush—and NATO had to resort to other less effective
means to keep track of many of the boats.”
Another quote:
“The submarines were accompanied by a large force
of surface warships including the Aircraft Carrier Kiev
which bears vertical take-off and landing Jet Fighters.
Long-range war planes, including some of the 400
supersonic Backfire Bombers that the Russians now
operate, flew over the maneuvering fleet from their
bases in the Murmansk area, the sources said.”
Another quote:
“NATO views the deployment of the Soviet
submarine fleet to sea as one of its most important
warning signs that a conflict is about to begin.”
That, my friends, is why the stationing of so
many Soviet submarines in attack positions around the
United States was so ominous last September.
Notice who was responsible for letting the public know
about this latest huge Soviet naval exercise. Not anyone in
the United States Government, but NATO authorities in
Europe. To quote one more line from the Reuters dispatch,
which was omitted in the New York Times, quote:
“The United States Defense Department had no
comment on the story.”
America’s Real Rulers do not want us to know even
about Soviet practice exercises as huge as the one in April
1977, much less the occurrence of actual confrontations
like the one I told you about last September. Great Britain
is acutely aware of all these things. She is aware of the
increasing handicaps that plague the European part of the
NATO alliance, and she’s finding out that the United States
can no longer be depended upon for help in time of crisis.
She is determined not to be sunk by the Soviet Union.
First, the British have been taking an objective new look
at the cold, hard facts of their circumstances. A month
ago on July 26, 1977, the Defense Committee of Parliament
made public a report that spelled out in clear terms a
number of important measures needing revision and
upgrading in Britain’s defense posture—and the report
begins by discarding the comforting but unrealistic idea that
heightened tensions would always provide an advance
warning before any Soviet attack. Instead, they’re
coming to grips with the need to be prepared for a more
likely event of a surprise attack. The Parliament
Committee also warned of the threat of Soviet minelaying in the English Channel and the North Atlantic.
Meanwhile, spurred on by the Soviet underwater
missile crisis for a full year now, the British have
developed new mine-detecting sonar equipment to enable
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underwater missiles and mines to be detected. For
several months now the Royal Navy has been using
this highly secret new equipment built by the
Plessey Company of England to keep British waters
cleared of Soviet missiles and bombs, without
depending any longer on the Intelligence tips I was
relaying to them earlier. I would not mention this now
except that a recent incident occurred that has already
compromised this vital new equipment to Soviet agents.
Recently, the West German Navy, eager to begin
using this same equipment to start clearing their own
coastal waters of Soviet missiles, was to receive a
shipment of the highly classified equipment from the
Plessey Company, but a Soviet agent in Britain achieved
a remarkable feat of espionage by bringing about a
misrouting of this equipment on an East German ship.
By the time this vital equipment finally arrived, overdue
and damaged, it had been thoroughly studied and
photographed by Soviet technical experts. As a result,
the Soviet Union may now be able to find ways to defeat
even the sophisticated new British sonar, just as they
are already able to defeat American seabed sonar
defenses in order to plant missiles in our waters.
Despite this setback, the British are working quietly but
quickly to prepare to go it alone if need be when war
comes, even though they realize that they would not be able
to hold out indefinitely under those conditions. Unlike the
United States, Britain is beefing up its surveillance of
spies, defense installations are being hardened and
camouflaged, and the RAF is in the process of going
underground just as the Soviet Union has already done.
The British Government now knows, privately, that
Great Britain has already been deserted by the Outlaw
Government of the United States, and in late last month on
July 27, 1977, the British deserted the floundering United
States dollar. For a generation and more the pound sterling
and the dollar have been linked together in an unofficial
way, but no more. The Bank of England announced it
would no longer be required to support the dollar in an
international monetary float, and since that time British
reserves of gold and currency have risen substantially,
strengthening the pound, while the American dollar has been
sinking in international currency markets. It may be that
the British “ship of state” will in the end be unable to stay
afloat through the storm of all-out nuclear war, but so
far the British still prefer to take that risk rather than
scuttling their own ship—as the United States
Government under Rockefeller control is now doing!
Topic #3—My friends, the nuclear mining of
America’s inland lakes and rivers has now been
completed without incident by Soviet agents, thanks to
their protection from harassment by Rockefeller
agents in the Federal Government. At least three
different models of small hydrogen bombs have been
utilized so far by Soviet agents in this project.
One is a design which has been in use for the greater
part of a decade, as bombs are planted during
construction of certain major dams and water projects.
A second type, oval in shape, 17 inches in diameter
and 34 inches in length, has been deployed very widely
throughout the United States in recent months. It weighs
several hundred pounds, and handling is therefore a
problem, with the result that great care is always taken to
plant these when the area nearby is deserted. Usually, but
not always, this is done at night. These bombs are the
pride and joy of Soviet boss Brezhnev because they
incorporate technology that originated many years ago in his
own rocket programs. In areas where the bottom is soft
and silt-covered, these bombs are able to embed themselves
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in the silt. Under ideal test conditions in the Soviet Union,
it was found that they were able to penetrate to depths as
great as 80 feet; and there are a few locations in
America, primarily in the lower Mississippi River, where
depths that rival this may actually have been achieved
operationally. Best of all, from the Soviet point of view,
is their reliability. This system, by which the bomb
practically blasts its way into the silt by using a powerful
jet of steam at temperatures above a thousand degrees
Fahrenheit, uses no moving parts. The jet is started
before the bomb is dropped in the water and after that
it runs until the fuel is exhausted. The fuel itself,
according to my own Intelligence sources, is the
oldest, most reliable, and cheapest of all rocket
fuels—highly concentrated hydrogen peroxide,
which leaves no residue to be detected afterward.
A third type of bomb that is now being used is a
small general purpose “H” bomb whose primary feature
is compactness. A few of these have been planted in
water, but these are mostly being used now in the
newest phase of the Soviet nuclear mining program.
First, Washington, D.C. was mined. All of the
bridges into Washington are now mined, as are
important buildings throughout the city. These
include the Capitol building, Senate and House office
buildings, the Executive Office building, the Treasury
building, seven bombs at Fort Myer, Virginia, the
Pentagon, and even the White House itself plus many
other points—a total of 57 in the Nation’s capital!
In addition, bombs have now been planted in at least
33 of the 50 State capitals. Congress, the President,
and State Governments have so far refused to act to
protect the people, but now they themselves are being
targeted; and symbols of our national pride and heritage
in Washington are to be destroyed without a trace!
Time does not permit a complete listing of even the
nuclear devices in the Mississippi River, which now
contains 158 bombs. As of my latest report on July 7,
1977, every lock in the Mississippi River except No. 2
at Hastings, Minnesota now has a Soviet “H” bomb in or
near it. In addition, almost every bridge crossing the
Mississippi along its entire length has a bomb planted at
one end or the other as of that date; and it was
anticipated that by now there would no longer be any
exceptions. Thus the Soviet Union plans to be able to
cut the country in half, East to West, to anything but air
transportation which, under war conditions, will be totally
controlled by the Federal Government under the
provisions of Executive Orders 11490 and 11921.
In addition, the Mississippi is to be ruined as a navigable
waterway connecting North and South along the
Mississippi Valley. And the master strategy that has been
applied to the Mississippi has also been applied to the
other great waterways of America, such as the Illinois
Waterway and the Ohio River! Now, it remains only to
trigger a declaration of “NATIONAL EMERGENCY”—
and after that NUCLEAR WAR ONE!
When I recorded AUDIO LETTER No. 24 in May
1977, just three months ago, I warned that, quote: “A
horrendous new capability is now in place as an alternate
means for creating our ‘National Emergency’; and, my
friends, there are ominous signs that this capability is
going to be used very soon.” I then gave the locations
of seven (7) fission-fusion-fission bombs planted
strategically around the undersea trenches east and
west of the Philippines where they can trigger
massive earthquakes and tidal waves. These seven
gigaton bombs are the most powerful weapons ever
devised by man, and the disaster that erupts there

is planned to work its way around the “Ring of Fire”
to produce an artificial West Coast disaster
centering on California that will be used to
justify a Declaration of National Emergency.
In the three months since I last spoke to you, the
Soviet Union has also deployed ten (10) additional
super bombs to assist in this diabolical attack on the
Earth’s crust itself. These are less powerful than the
seven Doomsday Bombs planted around the Philippines
but are extremely powerful nonetheless. These 10
new bombs are known as “cobalt bombs”, so-called
because they are surrounded by a jacket of cobalt.
When the cobalt bomb was first proposed many
years ago, it was universally feared and condemned
because while it is less powerful than the gigaton bombs
in the Philippines, it would be even dirtier in radioactive
fallout if exploded in the air. Pound for pound the
radioactive cobalt-60 produced by the explosion emits 25
times as much deadly gamma radiation as radium.
It decays relatively fast with a half-life of just over
five years—but if detonated in the air, some
scientists believe the fallout could destroy all human life
before the radiation decayed to harmless levels. But as
with the uranium-jacket gigaton bomb, the Soviet Union
has found a way to use the cobalt bomb, deep under the
ocean for geophysical warfare; and having solved the
dangerous problems involved in manufacturing and
handling such weapons, the Soviet Union now has
available an intermediate-yield super bomb that is
far cheaper than bombs made from uranium.
Of the 10 Soviet cobalt bombs deployed so far,
nine are positioned along boundaries between the
slowly-shifting crustal plates that cover the surface
of the Earth, while the tenth is targeted on a prime
American naval target—Pearl Harbor. Their
purpose is to produce a pattern of increasing
earthquake and tidal-wave activity as a build-up to
the big disaster that awaits the Philippines.
The 10 Soviet cobalt bombs were planted in
the following locations:
No. 1: 11 degrees, 8 minutes, 28 seconds South;
118-32-23 East. This is roughly 900 miles southeast of
Djakarta, Indonesia, near the East End of the Java
Trench, south of the islands of Sumba and Sumbawa.
No. 2: 11-0-0 South, 115-8-34 East. This is
around 370 miles west of Location No. 1, deep in
the Java Trench, south of the islands of Bali and
Sumbawa, Indonesia.
No. 3: 3-13-33 South, 149-0-0 East. This is in
the area of the Bismarck Archipelago northeast of
New Guinea.
No. 4: 10-57-9 South, 159-30-30 East. This is
in a confluence of trenches southwest of
Guadalcanal, 1500 miles northeast of Australia.
No. 5: 15-52-23 South, 172-34-50 West. This
is in the north end of the Tonga Trench, little more
than 100 miles southwest of Pago Pago, Samoa.
No. 6: 12-22-51 North, 145-40-0 East. This is in the
Marianas Trench roughly 75 miles southeast of Guam.
No. 7: 37-35-10 North, 144-5-20 East in the Japan
Trench, around 350 miles northeast of Tokyo.
No. 8: 23-25-46 North, 108-23-14 West. This is
in the deep [7,000 feet] central portion of the Gulf of
California between the southern tip of Baja California
and the mainland of Mexico, and lies along the same
crustal fault line that is known as the San Andreas
Fault where it passes through California.
No. 9: 20-0-0 North, 73-52-16 West. This is in
a short but deep trench off the East End of Cuba, and
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about 80 miles due east of the United States Naval
Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. And finally
No. 10: 20-54-28 North, 158-48-17 West. This is
about 70 miles west-southwest of Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
the headquarters of the United States Pacific Fleet.
The Soviet plan is to artificially create a seemingly
natural but disturbing pattern of increasingly widespread
earthquakes, primarily around the Pacific Rim. The stars
of this preliminary show are to be these cobalt bombs in
the oceans, but several artificial earthquakes on land are
also to be triggered. One or more of these preliminary
earthquakes on land may involve the collapse of a dam
in the United States, adding fuel to the fire of publicity
over supposedly unsafe Federal dams. Finally, this buildup is to culminate in the supposed natural disaster in the
Philippines, produced in reality by the triggering in proper
sequence of the seven Soviet gigaton bombs. If all goes
according to plan, unprecedented earthquakes and
awesome tidal waves will cause death and destruction in
the Philippines on a scale unparalleled in modern history,
and not incidentally our major naval installations and the
huge Clark Air Base in the Philippines will be destroyed.
When it’s all over, our naval and other military
installations in Hawaii will also be gone, as will our
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base and important naval
installations on America’s West Coast and in Japan.
America will have been dealt a staggering military
blow, but the only declaration by the United States
Government will not be one of war and retaliation but
only of “National Emergency”—in effect, suspending
the remaining tatters of the United States Constitution!
It all sounds too horrible to be true, my friends,
but in actual fact it has already begun!
When I recorded AUDIO LETTER No. 24 three
months ago there was no unusual earthquake activity
going on; but based on Intelligence made available only
to me, I warned that this was about to change, and soon;
and just one week ago, on August 19, 1977, an undersea
earthquake suddenly erupted just south of the Indonesian
islands of Sumba and Sumbawa. The reports of damage
and casualties are still filtering in today, one week later;
but this quake was rated by some seismic readings as
possibly the strongest quake ever recorded, registering
8.9 on the Richter scale. A tidal wave 100-feet high
swept in from the south and washed away everyone and
everything in its path. This quake, my friends, was
produced by the detonation of the Soviet cobalt bomb
No. 1 in the list I just gave you. And, my friends, the
Soviet Union is wasting no time now. Only this
morning just before I began the recording of this tape,
Soviet cobalt bomb No. 2 was detonated. The result
this time was a less spectacular quake, according to
first reports, centered south of Sumbawa and Bali but
with a reading of only 6.3 on the Richter scale.
My friends, during the past 4-1/2 years I’ve tried
in every way I know to warn America in time for
these and other man-made disasters to be prevented;
but I am only a messenger, relaying vital information
to you for which I myself cannot take the credit.
What happens from here on is up to you, your
neighbor, our country as a whole. But until and unless
my voice is silenced by Federal Emergency
regulations, war, or other factors beyond my control,
I pledge to you to do all in my power to keep you
fully informed about what is happening and where it
is leading. Meanwhile, I can only urge you to
continue to place yourself in the hands of God.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank
you, and may God protect each and every one of you.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
THE GOLD MOONSHOT
By Keith M. Barron Ph.D.,
gold-eagle.com (Editorial), 8/22/01
The numbers speak for themselves.
From Jan. 2, 2001, to close of trading Aug. 17, 2001:

All stocks listed on NYSE or NASDAQ,
prices in U.S. dollars, quotations courtesy Yahoo!
With the exception of super-hedger Barrick, all
these producers have shown a decent return this
year to date. Some of them have shown a
meteoric rise. If this rally is sustainable what’s the
landscape going to look like in six months, or a year?
Planets aligning for gold—
Macroeconomic unstoppable forces
Does anyone remember Mark Barton? A monument
should be erected to his memory. He was one of the
earliest to be claimed by the dot.com Bubble. Mr.
Barton lost his entire life savings Day Trading.
Despondent, he shot up the Atlanta brokerage where he
traded, killing 12 people on July 30, 1999 before turning
the gun on himself. This tragedy was quickly lost in
sound bite cynicism, but for a brief moment Barton
brought to the fore the uncomfortable and
politically-incorrect reality that some people were
losing money in the market, despite the spin.
The Bubble, like all before it, would eventually run
its course. The media denied that it would ever end, but
denial too was programmed in. (For a fascinating look at
historical valuation bubbles read Extraordinary Popular
Delusions and the Madness of Crowds and Confusión de
Confusiones in the double volume published by John
Wiley & Sons). Janet Reno and the June 10, 2000 courtordered break up of Microsoft may have been the trigger
that precipitated the inevitable slide. Others blame
President Bush. The truth: It was bound to happen
anyway. The steep rise in electricity prices in the
Western U.S.A. was a harbinger of dot.com doom, since
all those Internet servers in Silicon Valley rack up huge
electricity bills. Anyone with a brain could have seen that
power price hikes in America’s largest economy—
California, would have serious repercussions.
Bubblemania though had spread like a cancer through the
whole of society, promising a new paradigm where the
laws of economics were suspended. Its lifeblood was
access to cheap money. Like the aftermath of a great
party, we all now have to clear away the bottles, empty

the ashtrays and try to survive through our hangovers.
Wow! And what hangovers! According to credit
card tracker CardWeb.com, the average American
household owed U.S.$8,123 on credit cards last year, up
from U.S.$3,223 in 1991. Consumer debt hit a
staggering U.S.$7.2 trillion by the end of the first
quarter. Don’t count on the U.S. Consumer bringing this
baby back, despite tax rebates—they’re all maxed out.
They have already been turning to home equity loans to
preserve the “lifestyles to which they have become
accustomed to”. On any given day you can see dozens
of ads for home mortgages geared to consolidate debt, on
CNN and CNBC. There’s been lots of talk about the quality
of sub-par loans since Superior Bank in Chicago went bust
a few weeks ago. Bank of America stopped doing car
leases last week. No less than the Wall Street Journal ran
an editorial last week about the shakiness of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac. The U.S. housing market will probably
be the last prop of the economy to be kicked out.
On top of all of this we have a declining U.S. stock
market, mounting industry layoffs, big problems with
Argentina and Brazil debt, the Japanese stock market at
a 16-year low, and a rapidly declining U.S. dollar.
No surprise, investors are looking for a safe
harbour—not just for wealth creation but wealth
preservation, hence the steady rise in gold stocks,
anticipating an increase in metal prices. If the Fed
continues to drop interest rates, there will be a flight of
capital out of U.S. equities and into (???) gold, of course.
Gold as an investment with minimal downside risk has
been a no-brainer for years because ounces can’t be
replaced at $U.S.250-270 prices, at least not by most of
the industry. Producers have been cushioned by the few
low-cost mines out there, and in South Africa, by a
depreciating Rand. The simple law of supply and
demand would dictate that if new mine supply starts to
get severely crunched, prices have to go up. This
despite Central Bank sales, which have capped gold
rises, but can’t do so indefinitely, especially if
there is a huge surge in investment demand.
How will it all unfold? From looking at trading
volumes it would seem that most investors caught in the
tech-wreck are still holding their tech shares. I know
that my friends who got caught out still have all their
holdings, hoping for some Las Vegas-style last-throw-ofthe-dice bailout. All of them are hoping against hope that
the U.S. economy will turn around and that Bubblemania
will live again. It may take the bankruptcy of some
former high flyer, such as Lucent or Amazon to give
everyone a wake-up call that their share certificates could
end up expensive wallpaper. However, should the broad
investment community discover the gold market,
particularly gold shares, we could see a boom that would
dwarf the speculative 1994-97 mania in junior golds.
How so? Remember that the entire gold market is small.
I believe I saw a figure of $U.S.20 billion for the whole
lot recently. A lot of people in the market actually got
out at the right time and made money from tech and are
sidelined, looking for the “Next Big Thing”; others are
looking to recoup their investment losses. Even
accounting for the equity that has been vaporised, a small
shift into the gold market could go a long way.
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What will the next boom look like?
This market may really get rolling after the American
Labour Day holiday in early September, when everyone
gets back to work from summer holidays. Circle
Tuesday, October 9th on your calendar. That’s the
day Reg Howe’s lawsuit goes back to court. No
doubt there will be a lot of media interest in gold
that week, and it will be “crash season”....
So with this great conjunction of bullish forces,
what will happen if indeed the price of gold shoots to
$600 and stays there? Obviously, many people are
already anticipating some price rise, hence the movement
in gold shares over the last few months displayed at the
beginning of this essay. The phenomenon is now
gaining momentum and gold shares were mentioned
pretty well every day on CNBC last week as the price
broke through $U.S.280. The impact of television should
not be discounted, since most American households were
originally beguiled into stock market investment by
“investing as entertainment” on the telly. If gold is
portrayed as an alternative to techs on Bubblevision, it
will catch on fast. Also, many networks and wire
services have consolidated with other media and now
share reporting staff. The other comparatively recent
phenomenon is the medium you are staring into now—
the Internet. A large number of the investing public get
their information on the Internet—many more so than in
the 1994-97 junior gold mining boom. The Internet sites
LeMetropolecafe.com, Kitco.com, the MiningWeb.com
and GOLD-EAGLE.com are getting increasing numbers
of “hits”. How fast will junior gold penny stocks move
if they get the same buzz on RagingBull.com and
SiliconInvestor.com chat rooms that the techs got?
The legacy of the last few years for the junior
miners can be summed up in one word—carnage. Large
numbers of companies have been delisted, as the
speculative bubble deflated, post-Bre-X. We weren’t
however looking at a sudden drop from $600 gold that
busted the junior market. Gold prices were fairly steady
in the $380-$400 range through ’94, ’95 and ’96 as the
junior market took off. What would a steady or even
steep price rise do now? When investors switched
allegiance to techs and dot.coms (at that time “the next
BEST thing”), venture capital dried up. Those companies
that survived often lost their best assets, because they
were unable to pay mounting option fees for properties.
Many turned to homegrown projects and hunkered down
to weather out the storm. Now, there are lots of junior
companies out there with near valueless prospects, and
a sad history of having to abandon promising projects,
or joint venturing them at discounts to the majors.
The majors have taken advantage of the situation to invest
in the best of the junior companies; tantamount in large
degree to a switch to exploration by proxy. Often this is
not a vote of confidence in the junior’s exploration staff,
but may be a strategic move into a new country, new gold
camp, or because the major likes the area geology.
All is not bleak however. A tongue-in-cheek editorial
cartoon in the Northern Miner newspaper recently had
the caption: “Somewhere out there, a fabulously rich
deposit waits to ignite the market. Hopefully, the two
people still out there looking, will stumble across it.”
Imagine the investing public mobilised behind the NEXT
big thing! Imagine what would happen if the gold market
became the only game in town! Imagine the profits to be
made in the next penny stock company to make a
colossal gold find! There are junior companies out there
beginning to explore again. There are new opportunities.
All we need is the proverbial spark to make this market
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catch fire. With share prices of gold producers on the
rise, it is only a matter of time before we see new junior
companies sprouting up everywhere and a healthy
exploration scene restored.—Dr. Barron is a practising
geologist with 17 years gold- and diamond-exploration
experience in 10 countries. He will soon be providing a
free E-Newsletter, Straight Talk on Mining which will aid
investors as they negotiate their way through the sharkinfested waters of jargon-filled industry press releases
and annual reports. Please send an E-mail to be placed
on the mailing list. Dr. Barron is also available to provide
desktop assessments of companies to investors on a
consultancy basis as well as performing field appraisals.
E-mail: kmbarron@lycos.com
WAL-MART AND THE RED CHINESE
SECRET POLICE, PART 1
By Sherman H. Skolnick, skolnicksreport.com, 8/26/01
To understand Wal-Mart, you have to have a
handle on Arkansas. And to figure out Arkansas, you
have to be knowledgeable about the Rockefellers. And
to fathom the Red Chinese Secret Police, you have to
know a lot about the richest family in the world.
To begin. The Rockefellers like to own and operate
entire states with a sizeable geography, good natural
assets, and a relatively small population. That way, if
need be, to win a so-called “election”, they could more
or less find it cheap to buy all the votes they may need
to install their people. West Virginia is such a state.
Like an ancient Colossus of Rhodes, astride the entrance
to a harbor, the Rockefellers have a foot on both sides.
On occasion, they pretend to be Democrats. Other
times, as Republicans. They have installed as U.S.
Senator (W.Va., D.) John D. Rockefeller IV, great
grandson of John D. Rockefeller, founder of the
bloody and infamous Standard Oil Trust. Broken
up by a U.S. Supreme Court decree in 1911, the
Standard Oil Trust, changing its name slightly to
fool novices, is back together again.
Historically, Standard Oil would bomb their own
obsolete plants, to blame onto a competitor, thereby
gaining public support and strangling competition.
(Ida Tarbell wrote early in the 20th Century
detailed accounts of Rockefeller crimes.)
As U.S. Senator he calls himself Jay to be cute. His
wife, Sharon Percy Rockefeller, has a key position in socalled “public” broadcasting. Consequently, we call it
National Petroleum Radio. NPR and PBS would never
finger the Rockefellers and Big Oil. (Happily, she has no
say-so whatever in local public access Cable TV, where
we operate in opposition to the monopoly press.)
We have determined to our satisfaction, by
confronting them, that Chicago-based Harris Bank
reportedly has dozens and dozens of secret joint
accounts of the Percy/Rockefeller Family with so-called
“terrorist” Osama bin Laden, tied together through MidEast construction contracts. Ha! Ha! The oil-soaked
White House says they would like to freeze bin Laden’s
bank accounts if they can find them. Really?
Another Rockefeller owned-and-operated state is
Arkansas. Sizeable land, small population. You cannot
be so much as a successful dog-catcher there without
the blessings of the Rockefellers. Several terms before
Clinton, Winthrop Rockefeller was Governor. Our
interviews with middle-level members of the Rockefeller
Family convinces us his proper name should be
WILLIAM ROCKEFELLER CLINTON. We feel certain,

from all we know, that Sludge Willy is the illegitimate
great grandson of the unsmiling Rockefeller patriarch.
The Rockefellers are not naive plutocrats. If
there ever were ANY documents proving that
Winthrop Rockefeller fathered five illegitimate
children around the nation, including the person
who calls himself “Bill Clinton”, those records, if
any, have long since been destroyed.
So please, like some ninny, do not heckle us with
“Where are your documents?” Until the Rockefellers
are ready to throw away Bill and Hillary as no longer
useful, they are untouchable. At the Senate Clinton
Impeachment trial, the U.S. Senators certainly
understood all this. (As an example, is it necessary
for us to point out that the so-called “Watergate
Affair” was touched off without a single document?)
It is surprising how some people look at a backward
state like Arkansas and yet do not wonder about the socalled great fortunes headquartered there. Tyson
Chickens. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. and all their
subsidiaries, and J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc.
The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
reportedly has undercover agent reports showing how
Tyson, in the past, has been partly financed by dope
trafficking. (Of course, their major user, McDonald’s,
having their own problems, obviously is not interested to
know. Visit our Website story about McDonald’s,
“Coca-Cola, the CIA, and the Courts, Part 8”.)
Cynics point to Puerto Rico where Tyson supposedly
got some of their chickens. Was contraband tucked into
some of the birds who were so old, wags claimed these
chickens were eligible for Social Security pensions?
Tyson has supposedly offered their chicken
preparation expertise to Red China. Really? The Chinese
have been handling chickens for centuries. Do they
REALLY need consulting with Tyson? Need we point
out, that Southwest China, where Tyson may have
visited, are producers of “China White” dope, a major
export to the U.S., much, often via Chicago.
Starting about the late 1970s, the Rockefeller banks,
such as the First National of Chicago, now to confuse
people re-named Bank One, began loaning billions and
billions of dollars to mainland China. The promise was
that Red China would pay back with gold from their
western provinces. BUT, China did not allow in any
inspectors to determiine if there is that much gold there
to be used to re-pay the loans. Instead, China has been
allowed to pay back with “China White” flooding into the
U.S. All the while the pressfakers keep falsely saying that
most of the dope is coming from Colombia.
The American CIA, after all, are the security force
worldwide protecting the assets and oilfields of the
Rockefellers. So it should come as no surprise that
ethnic Chinese, the Riady Family, suddenly got big in
Arkansas. A money-laundry vehicle has been
Stephen & Co., the Rockefeller-linked bond house,
second only to Wall Street, headquartered in Little Rock.
In the 1980s, the CIA was shipping through the
southern states, guns to Central America, and return trips
of dope. Some originating in Colombia and a few other
places. It was centered around a small community in
western Arkansas, Mena, and the Mena Airport. The
Riadys bought the tiny First National Bank of Mena
reportedly as a laundry vehicle to the Chicago markets.
(Visit our extensive Website stories about the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade, and
the Chicago Board Options Exchange.) With the aid
of the Rockefellers and through the Riadys,
reportedly billions of dope dollars traveled this route.
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You can understand how profound the corruption
is. Instrumental in the past in covering up this
massive dope smuggling has been Asa Hutchinson.
Get this. He has been recently named head of the DEA.
Wal-Mart and J.B. Hunt Transport Services: Where
did the funding come from in the 1980s, for them to get
so big? If you think they spread out simply because they
are clever, then you are a firm believer in fairy tales. In
simple terms, the backward state of Arkansas, controlled
by the Rockefellers, with Rockefeller-agent calling
himself “Bill Clinton” (or whatever his real name is),
became the shuttle point for the Red Chinese in America.
When it comes to “evidence”, you have to recognize
that circumstantial proof can be as powerful as paper
records. How about those in murder cases sentenced
to the death penalty, not by way of eyewitnesses,
but only circumstantial proof, not “documents”.
In its simplest terms, Wal-Mart is a front for the
Rockefellers and the Red Chinese Secret Police. Do not
the top honchos at Wal-Mart know that their cheap
prices are based on production by Chinese slave
labor, in camps and factories operated by the
Secret Police? By the way, there has been a
movement in the U.S. to pay reparations to the
descendents of American slavery. Will there some day
be a similar movement in mainland China, to compensate
the families and descendents of slave laborers?
Items that other stores sell for twenty dollars are
sold by Wal-Mart for ten dollars. And Wal-Mart
reportedly pays only twenty cents for the item
made by slave labor. There is very little about the
period of the 1980s as to Wal-Mart, when the
Rockefellers were installing the Chinese in Arkansas
and in American business. Who was noticing when
the Rockefellers were playing their China card?
Who is a major transporter for Wal-Mart and got
likewise big in the 1980s? Why, J.B. Hunt Transport
Services, Inc., now headquartered in Lowell, Arkansas.
Some of J.B. Hunt’s drivers have confirmed to us, off
the record, because they do not wish to jeopardize their
good jobs: (1) that reportedly they have reason to believe
on occasion they are transporting contraband, believed by
them to be narcotics and (2) that state authorities, such
as in Illinois, know J.B. Hunt trucks are untouchable, not
to be stopped for searching such as for contraband,
or suspected overloading, or any other trucking or
other violations. In Illinois, the trucks are headed
for a J.B. Hunt terminal in a Chicago suburb.
On their own Website, www.jbhunt.com, here is
how they describe their founder Johnnie Bryan Hunt,
“J.B. Hunt embodies the American rags-to-riches FABLE
in its most engaging personification. A living example of
the AMERICAN DREAM fulfilled. He guided his billiondollar trucking empire with the same enthusiasm and
raw fortitude from which it began. But the young Hunt
was an unlikely candidate for financial success of such
magnitude.” (Emphasis added.) (At this point the
Rockefeller violins start playing.) “Born in 1927 to a
family of sharecroppers, Hunt grew up working the
cotton fields of north-central and eastern Arkansas.”
We think the term FABLE is well-chosen as is the
myth promoted by the monopoly press of “American
Dream”. On their Website is the purported “History” of
J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc. They tell us little
about how they got big in the 1980s, at the time the
Rockefellers were setting up Arkansas as a Red Chinese
outpost in America. And at a time when the Red Chinese
Secret Police got bigger and bigger in the U.S. using their
front, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., and its various units.
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A few years ago, some local TV stations heckled
Wal-Mart with small-time criticisms. Why? Well,
Wal-Mart did not advertise much on local TV, so
one way of jacking them up, is to start raising small
questions about them. Wal-Mart got the message.
Now that Wal-Mart advertises on TV more heavily
than in the past, you can bet that stories like this one are
totally unacceptable to the liars and whores of the press.
To understand the picture that Wal-Mart and other
“big dealers” headquartered in Arkansas fit into, you
have to study the extensive stories on our Website
about “THE RED CHINESE SECRET POLICE IN
THE UNITED STATES”. As we have stated, the
Red Chinese Secret Police, since shortly after the
Korean War, have been allowed, with impunity, to
create murder and mayhem on U.S. soil.
In April 2001 a U.S. surveillance plane was forced
down in an incident near mainland China. They held
those from the plane hostage. For a while, some savvy
sorts who know of Wal-Mart’s tie to Red China and
slave labor there, started a boycott of Wal-Mart stores.
The monopoly press reported little if anything about this.
Why are so many Americans generally so BLANK
when it comes to understanding the origins of the
supposed fortunes like Wal-Mart? Many grow up
knowing only what they are taught from the
Establishment’s propaganda school textbooks—and from
what they see and hear on the mass media. Seldom is
mentioned documented studies, such as Gustavus Myers’
History of the Great American Fortunes, showing they
were founded by the most rotten criminals who were
never prosecuted and jailed as they should have been.
His other heavily-documented book History of the
Supreme Court shows our legal system, at the highest
level, has been riddled with crime-committing judges.
Such as the so-called renowned Chief Justice John
Marshall from early in the 19th Century. His goldframed portrait hangs in many law schools. In
Chicago, a law school is named for him. Yet, as
Myers documents, Chief Justice Marshall covered
up on America’s highest tribunal, the U.S. Supreme
Court, where he presided, massive land frauds
INVOLVING HIS OWN FAMILY.
Another important book is The Corrupt Judge by
Joseph Borkin, showing how important judges were
corrupted primarily in patent cases. The press whores are
not about to have these books reprinted and promoted as
best-sellers. You would be fortunate if you could—on
some dusty shelf of a public library—find even one copy.
NEXT: WAL-MART… PART 2
Stay tuned.—E-mail: skolnick@ameritech.net
WAL-MART AND THE RED CHINESE
SECRET POLICE, PART 2
CHINA’S U.S. AIRPORT
AND THE REPUTED CROOKED JUDGES
By Sherman H. Skolnick, skolnicksreport.com, 9/1/01
In the Northwest corner of the state, near Rogers,
Arkansas, is the huge new Northwest Arkansas Regional
Airport. Clinton as President dedicated the new facility on
November 7, 1998. Its runways can handle the largest
current airplanes and the jumbo jets planned for the
future. It has a Free Trade Zone. That means incoming
airfreight coming non-stop from overseas supposed
to be trans-shipped to places NOT in the U.S., is
not subject to inspection by the U.S. Customs and

is not subject to Customs duties and fees.
It is a place for huge non-stop air flights from Red
China. It has numerous warehouses. Law enforcement
personnel contend it is not difficult to evade regulations
as to the Free Trade Zone. In-coming, non-stop air
shipments from Red China, reportedly containing
contraband, can be quietly transferred to another
warehouse and re-shipped to U.S. DESTINATIONS.
Because of the Free Trade Zone, U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) personnel and
other federal authorities, reportedly assert they have
no jurisdiction to inspect Red Chinese shipments.
[Sidelight: Ross Perot has in the past made
public statements that he is for what is good for
America. His son owns and operates a Free Trade
Zone airport in Texas. Something to think about.]
What kind of illicit goods are ostensibly coming in to
Northwest Arkansas from Red China and other dope and
weapons export hotspots? Such as, apparently illegal
weapons like AK-47 submachine guns unlawfully headed
for inner city narco-terrorist street gangs. To cause
turmoil and chaos in America by fomenting shoot-em-ups
with big city police. Such weapons are manufactured by
a Red Chinese-military-owned firm headed by Wang Jun.
He is also head of the Red Chinese Secret Police.
The person using the name “Clinton” [see Part One of
this series] used to meet from time to time in the
White House with Wang Jun. Clinton reportedly
turned over to the Red Chinese Secret Police, U.S.
financial, industrial, and MILITARY secrets.
In several of my stories circulated and posted on-line
in the past, I wrote exclusive details of the highly
patriotic group of 24 flag officers—that is U.S. Admirals
and Generals—who at least since 1995, had sought under
the Military Code to arrest Clinton for treason at the time
he was Commander-In-Chief. If he charged them with
mutiny, they were prepared, if they survived, to defend
themselves with documents proving Clinton’s treachery
in aiding and abetting sworn enemies of the United States.
Since 1995, ten of this group have been assassinated,
including General David McCloud, head of the Alaska
Military District, and Admiral Jeremy Boorda, Chief of
Naval Operations, highest naval officer in uniform. And
a group of top military, murdered via a sabotaged plane
crash, April 17, 1995, near Alexander City, Alabama
(two days before the bombings in Oklahoma City, which
Clinton used to try to restore his failing power).
Assisting this group was William Colby, former Director
of Central Intelligence, likewise assassinated. (Our
interviews with family members, close associates of the
victims—and others tending to have direct knowledge—
convinces us of the validity of these details.)
Supposed “Independent Counsel” Kenneth W. Starr
for four years running after Bill and Hillary Clinton, finally
only focussed on Bill’s sex tricks with Monica Lewinsky.
Starr spent the bulk of his time in PRIVATE LAW
PRACTICE. His private law client? Why, Wang Jun.
Also, Starr has been the UNREGISTERED
FOREIGN LOBBYIST for the Beijing Government.
So the Starr-Clinton episodes were all dirty jokes
on the unsuspecting American common people.
When you know the facts, you would understand
why we designate the new airport in Northwest
Arkansas, as China’s Airport on U.S. soil. Look at a map
of the area. Right nearby, in Bentonville, is the
headquarters of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., Sam’s Club and
other subsidiaries. As stated in Part One, Wal-Mart
reportedly depends on goods from Red China made
by slave laborers under the authority of the Secret
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Police. Also right nearby in Springdale, Arkansas, is the
headquarters of Tyson Foods, Inc., also called by some
as Tyson Chickens. They dominate the U.S. chicken
market and Tyson exports to more than 70 countries.
As stated earlier, Tyson has reportedly been financed in
part by dope trafficking. Was their visit to Red China
to share chicken processing “expertise” or to reportedly
make further arrangements for exports to the U.S. from
Southwest China of “China White”, high purity dope?
Once the items from Red China arrive in the “Free
Trade Zone” of the Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport,
what is the reputed transportation arrangement? Why, of
course, it ostensibly is J.B. Hunt Transport Services, Inc.
(Refer to details in Part One.)
And what is the court and media infrastructure
that tends to support this dirty business? In Benton
County, most every judge has stock in Wal-Mart.
This is shown by their mandatory financial disclosure
reports. One of the few crusading attorneys in
Arkansas, if not in the entire U.S., is Dan C. Ivy,
of nearby Fayetteville. Look what happened.
Helen Walton, widow of the alleged “founder”
Sam Walton of Wal-Mart, slammed her car in an
intersection into the vehicle of another motorist. He
retained Ivy to sue the heiress of the supposed Walton
“fortune” for various damages. Benton County Circuit
Judge Tom Keith, according to Ivy and the court
record, kept blocking Ivy from taking the deposition
of Mrs. Walton and blocking other procedures.
“BENTONVILLE—Fayetteville attorney Dan Ivy
is serving 36 hours in the Benton County jail after
being found in contempt of court Wednesday by
Circuit Judge Tom Keith.” Morning News/
NWAonline.net, on-line version of the story, 8/2/01.
Ivy was in the process of arguing a motion to
throw out the record of a prior hearing and asked
Keith to remove himself from the lawsuit because
of the judge’s ownership, as shown by financial
disclosure records, of stock in Wal-Mart.
“Ivy claimed Wednesday that the Walton family and
Wal-Mart are at the head of a conspiracy to control
police officials, media, government and the judiciary in
Benton County and to deprive his client of a fair hearing.
He maintained that the Walton family and Wal-Mart
used various foundations, charitable organizations and
personal donations to further their control of the
county. Ivy also argued that Walton family financial
interests in publication of the Northwest Arkansas
Times and Benton County Daily Record and that
company’s alliance with the Arkansas DemocratGazette represent an attempt to control the publication
of information regarding Wal-Mart and the Waltons.”
And the same news source of 8/2/01 stated further:
“Ivy claimed that the judge’s ownership of WalMart stock was substantial enough to prejudice him and
to make it appear that Keith was party to such a
conspiracy. He also noted that judges David Clinger,
Xollie Duncan and Donald R. Huffman own Wal-Mart
stock, leaving only Judge Jay Finch untainted in hearing
lawsuits regarding the Waltons and Wal-Mart.”
According to the press report, Judge Keith informed Ivy
that he owns 165 shares of Wal-Mart stock and that a
separate trust that solely benefits his wife holds
200 shares.” (The Morning News perhaps is not
among those owned by Wal-Mart, dominated by them,
or with which Wal-Mart has joint business interests.)
Judge Keith ordered Ivy jailed, and the judge
rejected the motion to recuse himself and to throw
out the record of the prior hearing.
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When I found out about this, I called Judge Tom
Keith’s office. I explained to his secretary I would like
the Judge to explain a little bit what happened. The Judge
was standing right near the phone, giggling and laughing.
His secretary said, “Mr. Skolnick, the judge does not
want to talk to you. Call Mrs. Walton’s attorneys.”
In the 45 minutes after I hung up, my phone rang
mysteriously one ring each time for 20 or more times.
Each time no one was on the line. Hey, is this
some new Red Chinese manufactured gadget for
sending messages to troublesome reporters?
Rockefellers’ plans/Wal-Mart and the crooked judges
in Chicago. More coming.
Stay tuned.—E-mail: skolnick@ameritech.net

contact with mucus from the nose or throat of an
infected individual or through contact with infected
wounds or sores on the skin. The disease can spread
rapidly and needs to be treated promptly.
Symptoms include fever, severe pain and swelling.
The infection may enter through even a minor wound,
according to information from the National Necrotizing
Fasciitis Foundation and redness around the wound is an
additional possible symptom. The NNFF notes that
symptoms of the infection may be mistaken for the flu.

TWO MOMS CONTRACT FLESH-EATING
STREP IN HOSPITAL DELIVERY ROOM

A group calling itself the “Ghosts of the Revolution”
has issued a threatening warning to the Internal Revenue
Service, claiming that agents, employees and IRS
offices could be targeted for attacks after Sept. 1.
“This warning is given to all Americans now
employed by the Internal Revenue Service,” the
group said in a four-page communiqué, a copy of
which was provided to WND.
“The IRS is a criminal organization in the
service of collectivists and socialists. A condition
of war now exists between free Americans and the
IRS,” said the warning. “The failure of the IRS to
conduct itself in a lawful manner has brought
about the need for this action.”
Several copies of the communiqué were sent
out Aug. 6, bearing a Casper, Wyoming postmark.
The warning comes just weeks before tax
reform advocates, congressional supporters and
officials from the IRS and Justice Department are
to meet in Washington, D.C., to discuss the nature,
scope and legality of the federal income tax and the
16th Amendment.
The hearings scheduled for Sept. 25 and 26 are still
on, despite the threat, said tax-reform expert and author
Bob Schulz, who plans to attend and participate.
Schulz is director of We the People Foundation, a tax
reform group that is also sponsoring the hearings.
Besides Schulz, tax-reform advocate Devvy Kidd,
tax attorney Larry Becraft and former IRS agent Joe
Banister—all hearings participants—also received copies.
Schulz said Rep. Roscoe Bartlett, a Maryland
Republican who helped arrange the hearings, also
received a copy. He said he and Bartlett discussed
the communiqué last week when Schulz visited
Bartlett in his Washington office.
However, no one in Bartlett’s office was available on
Friday to confirm or deny whether the congressman
received a copy of the warning. Schulz said the contents
of the communiqué weren’t made public until this week
because recipients said they weren’t sure what to do. But
he did say recipients immediately contacted the FBI.
A spokesman at the bureau’s headquarters in
Washington told WND he had not heard of the
communiqué. But Peter Gulotta, an FBI spokesman
in the bureau’s Baltimore office in Bartlett’s district
said the agency “was aware of the threat”.
“I don’t know where the threat originated, but we’re
taking it seriously and looking into it,” he told WND.
Schulz also said he had been interviewed by
agents from the Treasury Department, but the
agency did not return phone calls for confirmation.
Schulz said he wasn’t sure if the communiqué was
sent by “a competitor” or not, but he suggested it
could even have come from a government agency.

United Press International, 8/28/01
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS—Two women who
delivered babies by Caesarean section at Evanston
Hospital in late July contracted the “flesh-eating”
bacterial infection necrotizing fasciitis, the hospital
confirmed Tuesday.
The hospital said an investigation showed the
women contracted the Group A streptococcus
infection apparently from a member of the surgical
team. Group A strep is the same type of bacteria
that causes strep throat.
Neither of the babies was affected by the infection
and one of the mothers already has been discharged and
sent home. The second mother was in good condition,
hospital spokeswoman Joan Trezek said.
“The OB patients were attended by the same
surgical team and delivered in the same OR within five
hours of each other,” the hospital said in a statement.
“This is a very rare, very isolated occurrence,”
said Dr. Thomas Vescio, medical director for infection
control and hospital epidemiology at Evanston
Northwestern Healthcare. Vescio cited research
indicating there were only 15 postpartum and postsurgical outbreaks of hospital-acquired Group A strep
in the United States between 1965 and 1999.
Hospital officials said they believe they have
identified the member of the surgical team who
was carrying the bacterium. The individual, who
showed no symptoms, was put on leave and given
antibiotics. The person is now strep-free.
Vescio said no routine screening for the bacterium is
conducted because the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention says it would serve no purpose.
“At present no hospital in the country could guarantee
they could prevent such an event,” Vescio said.
The two women who contracted the disease
delivered babies July 31 within five hours of each other.
Both have undergone surgery to control the infections.
Hospital officials have not determined how the
bacterium was transmitted to the women, with
Vescio saying skin transmission was unlikely.
Possible airborne transmission is considered
“somewhat controversial”, he said.
The Illinois Department of Health is
investigating the incident.
Some 600 people nationally contracted
necrotizing fasciitis in 1999, according to CDC
statistics. The disease destroys muscles, fat and
skin tissue, killing about 20 percent of victims.
Generally, the bacterium spreads through direct

‘GHOSTS’ GROUP THREATENS IRS EMPLOYEES
By Jon Dougherty, WorldNetDaily.com, 9/1/01
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He noted that all of the recipients, ironically, are
associated in some way with this month’s hearings.
Some experts say the warning could be the work of
a “provocateur”—either a government agent or other
faction seeking to discredit the tax-reform movement
specifically in advance of next month’s hearings, or
simply to discredit the movement in general.
The group claims it sent copies of its statement to
other media outlets, including newspapers, television
stations, magazines, and “select Internet sites”.
One such Internet newssite, The Sierra Times,
reported that the communiqué “warns citizens to
avoid IRS facilities beginning Sept. 1”.
Schulz told WND he did not in any way sanction
the violence alluded to in the communiqué.
“That’s not who I am,” Schulz said. “I don’t
condone that kind of behavior. We don’t want to
see anyone hurt.”
Meanwhile, Schulz said negotiations were
moving ahead in selecting tax-reform attorneys and
experts to present evidence and make arguments
during the upcoming hearings. However, Schulz
refused to say whether his group had selected a
“lead counsel” to head up the team.
A week ago, WND reported that Robert Bernhoft had
stepped down as the group’s lead counsel.
“I wish the foundation and the other interested
Americans success,” he told WND, saying he wasn’t “at
liberty” to discuss the details of why he stepped down.
“The federal income tax is a slave tax. We’re a
free people; we’re not slaves. There are so many
constitutional violations and legal problems with the
current tax as it’s imposed and collected that the tax
will unwind eventually, somehow,” he said.
Mike Bodine, a spokesman for the foundation,
cited “personality differences” as the reason why
Bernhoft resigned.—Jon E. Dougherty is a staff
reporter and columnist for WorldNetDaily, and
author of the special report, “Election 2000: How
the Military Vote Was Suppressed”.
YAMASHITA’S GOLD—EYEWITNESS
REVEALS TRUTH
OF FABULOUS WWII HIDDEN TREASURE
By Sterling and Peggy Seagrave,
South China Morning Post, 9/3/01
In the closing months of World War II, in the
Philippines, several of Japan’s highest ranking
imperial princes hid tons of looted gold bullion and
other stolen treasure in caves and tunnels, to
recover later. This was the wealth of 12 Asian
countries, accumulated over thousands of years.
Expert teams accompanying Japan’s armed forces
had systematically emptied treasuries, banks, factories,
private homes, pawn shops, art galleries, and stripped
ordinary people, while Japan’s top gangsters looted
Asia’s underworld and its black economy.
There were 175 “imperial” treasure sites hidden
throughout the Philippines. When American tanks
were close, the chief engineers of those vaults were
given a farewell party 67 metres underground in
Tunnel 8 in the mountains of Luzon, stacked with row
after row of gold bars. As the evening progressed,
they drank great quantities of sake, sang patriotic
songs and shouted banzai (long life).
At midnight, General Yamashita Tomoyuki and the
princes slipped out, and dynamite charges were set
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off in the access tunnels, entombing the engineers.
Their vaults would remain secret. The princes
escaped to Tokyo by submarine, and three months
later General Yamashita surrendered to American
troops. Japan had lost the war militarily, but the
princes made certain Japan did not lose financially.
This grisly event has remained unknown until
now, and the hidden treasure was brushed off as a
fanciful legend of “Yamashita’s Gold”. But an
eyewitness to the entombment has taken us there and
given us his personal account. During the war,
Ben Valmores was the young Filipino valet of a
senior prince, who was in charge of closing all
imperial treasure sites in the Philippines. A sometimes
sentimental man, the prince spared Ben’s life and led him
out of Tunnel 8 just before the dynamite was detonated.
Japan’s looting of Asia was overseen by [thenemperor] Hirohito’s brother Prince Chichibu. His
organisation was codenamed kin no yuri (Golden Lily),
the title of one of the emperor’s poems. Other
princes headed different parts of Golden Lily
across the conquered territories. Eventually,
Japanese sources told us that Ben’s wartime master
was prince Takeda Tsuneyoshi, first cousin of
Hirohito and grandson of emperor Meiji.
In 1998, we tested Ben with 1930s photographs
of many princes, all the names removed, and he
instantly identified prince Takeda, Hirohito’s
brother prince Chichibu and other princes.
Ben said he had spent time with each of them,
bringing them food, tea and cigarettes while they
inventoried each treasure site. When he saw our photo
of Prince Takeda, Ben froze, then began softly crooning
the Japanese folk song Sakura, Sakura (Cherry
Blossoms), which he said Takeda often sang to himself.
In the final stages of work on a biography of
Japan’s imperial family titled The Yamato Dynasty, we
were told that in October 1945, American intelligence
agents learned where some of the Japanese loot was
hidden in the Philippines, and quietly recovered billions of
dollars worth of gold bullion, platinum and loose
diamonds. This information, if true, revealed the
existence of an extraordinary state secret, something the
United States Government kept from its own citizens for
more than half a century. There was no time to include
this in the biography. It had to be investigated
separately. Here is some of what we have since learned:
After surrendering on September 2, 1945,
General Yamashita was charged with war crimes over
gruesome atrocities committed in Manila under the
order of an admiral, while Yamashita had ordered
withdrawing troops to leave the city unharmed.
During his trial, there was no mention of plundered
treasure, or of looting during the war.
But we now know there was a hidden agenda.
Because it was not possible to torture General Yamashita
physically without this becoming evident to his lawyers,
members of his staff were tortured. His driver, Major
Kojima Kashii, was given special attention. In charge of
the torture of Major Kojima was a Filipino-American
intelligence officer named Severino Garcia Santa
Romana, whose friends called him Santy. He wanted the
major to reveal each place where he had taken
Yamashita, where bullion and other treasure were
hidden for recovery after the war. Supervising Santy
during the torture was Captain Edward Lansdale, later
one of America’s best-known “Cold Warriors”.
Early that October, Kojima broke and led Lansdale
and Santy to more than a dozen Golden Lily treasure

vaults in the rugged country north of Manila. What they
found astounded everyone from General Douglas
MacArthur all the way up to the White House. After
discussions with his cabinet, President Harry Truman
decided to keep the recovery a state secret.
Santy’s ensuing recoveries greatly altered America’s
leverage during the Cold War. According to senior U.S.
government officials and high-ranking U.S. Army officers,
the Truman administration set this treasure aside along with
Axis loot recovered in Europe, as a secret political-action
fund to fight Communism in the Cold War.
Crudely put, it would be used to bribe statesmen
and military officers, and to buy elections for anticommunist political parties. The idea for a global
political-action fund based on war loot had originated
with U.S. secretary of war, Henry Stimson. During
the war, Stimson had a brain-trust thinking hard about
recovered Axis plunder, and how it should be handled
after the war. Their solution was to set up what is
informally called the “Black Eagle Trust”, after the
black eagle emblem of Hitler’s Reichsbank in Berlin.
The Black Eagle Trust was first discussed in secret
during July 1944, when 44 nations met at Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire, to plan the post-war economy.
This was confirmed to us by a number of high-level
sources, including former CIA deputy director Ray Cline,
who knew about Santy’s recoveries in 1945, and
continued to be involved in attempts in the 1980s
and 1990s to hide blocks of Japanese war loot still
said to be in the vaults of banks in New York.
In November 1945, General MacArthur strolled
down row after row of gold bars stacked two metres
tall during a tour of vaults opened by Santy. From
what was seen in these vaults alone, it was evident
that over a period of years Japan had looted billions
of dollars in treasure from all over Asia. Much of
this plunder had reached Japan overland earlier, from
China through Korea, but the rest was hidden in the
Philippines, unable to be shipped to Japan by sea
because of the successful U.S. submarine blockade.
According to Ray Cline and others, between
1945 and 1947 the gold bullion recovered by Santy
and Lansdale was moved discreetly to 172 accounts
at banks in 42 countries.
There were important reasons for all this secrecy. If
the recovery of this huge mass of stolen gold was known
only to a trusted few, the countries and individuals that
had been plundered could not lay claim to it. Truman
recognised that the very existence of so much black
gold, if it became public knowledge, would cause the
metal’s fixed price to collapse. But as long as the gold
was kept hidden, prices could be maintained and
currencies pegged to gold would be stable. Meanwhile,
the black gold would serve as a reserve asset, bolstering
the prime banks in each country, and strengthening the
anti-communist governments of those nations.
To hide the existence of all this treasure, Washington
had to tell a number of lies. Especially lies about Japan,
which had stolen most of the gold. America wanted
Japan to become its anti-communist bastion in Asia,
where the mainland was being overrun by communists.
If American conservatives and Japanese conservatives were
to ally effectively against Communism, they had to begin
by enlarging their financial resources for the Cold War.
Above all, the source of much of this hidden wealth
must never be acknowledged. Washington had to insist,
starting in 1945, that Japan never stole anything, and
was flat broke and bankrupt when the war ended.
Here was the beginning of many terrible secrets.
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Because they remained “off the books”, these
enormous political-action funds got into the wrong hands,
where they remain to this day. We can reveal that in
1960, then-vice-president Richard Nixon “gave” one of
the biggest of these political-action funds, the
U.S.$35-billion (about HK$272 billion) M-Fund, to
leading members of Japan’s Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP). In return, he is believed to have sought
their support for his presidential campaign that year.
The M-Fund, now said to be worth more than
U.S.$500 billion, is still controlled by members of
the LDP.
Officially, we are told that Japan’s wartime elite, the
imperial family, the zaibatsu (large industrial business
conglomerates), the yakuza (Japanese mafia) and the
“good” bureaucrats ended the war as impoverished
victims of a handful of “bad” military zealots. We are
told that Japan was badly damaged and impoverished,
barely able to feed itself at war’s end.
In fact, Japan emerged from the war far richer
than before, and with remarkably little damage, except to
the homes of millions of ordinary Japanese who did not
count, at least in the view of their overlords.
Evidence of Golden Lily loot comes also from
straightforward legal actions in America. Such simple
things as the probating of the will of Santa Romana
(Santy), verification of his tax records, and legal
evidence of his fortune deposited in the U.S.,
Switzerland, Hong Kong and elsewhere, provide
hard proof that the world is awash with clandestine
bank accounts growing out of Golden Lily.
Other lawsuits in the U.S. prove that Golden Lily
war loot was indeed hidden in the Philippines. Rogelio
Roxas, a Filipino locksmith, found a one-tonne,
solid-gold Buddha and thousands of gold bars
hidden in a cave near Baguio only to have it stolen
from him by President Ferdinand Marcos. Roxas
was subsequently tortured and died in suspicious
circumstances. Some believe he was murdered. In
1996, a U.S. Federal Court awarded his heirs a
judgment of U.S.$22 billion against the Marcos estate.
As the 1951 Peace Treaty was skewed by secret
deals, thousands of Japan’s victims have been
deprived of any compensation for their suffering.
According to Article 14 of the Treaty: “It is
recognised that Japan should pay reparations to the
Allied Powers for the damage and suffering caused by
it during the war. Nevertheless it is also recognised
that the resources of Japan are not presently
sufficient.” To reinforce the claim that Japan was
broke, Article 14 noted that “the Allied Powers waive
all reparations claims of the Allied Powers and their
nationals arising out of any actions taken by Japan...”.
By signing the Treaty, Allied countries concurred that
Japan’s plunder had vanished down a rabbit hole, and
all Japan’s victims were out of luck. In return for
going along with the Treaty, the Allies received
portions of the gold bullion recovered by Santy.
We have evidence from former CIA deputy
director Cline that the gold bullion Santy and
Lansdale recovered was secretly moved to national
treasuries and prime banks in more than 42
countries, including Great Britain. We also have
evidence from British archives confirming this.
More than half a century later, the last battle of the
Pacific War is being waged in courts in the U.S. and
Japan where surviving prisoners of war, slave labourers,
comfort women and civilian victims of Japan have filed
billion-dollar lawsuits to win compensation so
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mysteriously denied them after the war. In 1995, it was
estimated that there were 700,000 victims of the war
who had still received no compensation.
Today, their numbers are dwindling rapidly because
of age and illness. Backing them is an extraordinary
coalition, including international law firms with years of
9/1/01—#1 (15-016)
experience, fighting for compensation from German
industries and Swiss banks, for crimes committed and
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
money looted during the Nazi Holocaust.
—Sterling and Peggy Seagrave are the authors of
RE: NOTES FROM THE PHILIPPINES
Golden Warriors. This is an edited extract of the book’s
prologue. It will be published in French by Editions
Of course we are lonesome for “home”
Michalon in November.—http://features.scmp.com
things and people. But when realization came
that we could not do anything about anything
FIRST NERVE CELL-SILICON MICROCHIP
back there—we have had to simply let go and let
GOES LIVE
God because this focus COMES FIRST FOR US.
The ones left back “home” are carrying their
By Helen Pearson, Nature.com, 9/4/01
load in backbreaking heaps and those hands and
hearts reach across the oceans and around the
“It has a touch of science fiction”, admit the globe to hold our hands and share this task.
scientists who have wired up the first conducting
I get the computer job of these writings and E.J.
nerve chip. The electronic circuit, grown from gets the confusion, from making old equipment work to
silicon and nerve cells, brings brain-repair chips, “trying” to make the new work for the first time. Twoadvanced biosensors and biological computers a by has kept us in “cleaned air” and new printer-Fax
small step towards reality.
equipment, the price of which is not cheap in terms of
‘Neuroelectronics’ combines nerve cells and the time needed to learn to use it.
microchips. It could one day lead to ‘neuroprosthetic’
The phone line(s) (can’t tell whether it is multiple
implants replacing damaged nervous tissue, and advanced
or just multiple use) came in day before yesterday.
computers mimicking living, learning circuits.
The turnover of land lines over here is incredible and
Peter Fromherz and Gunther Zeck of the Max Planck
the phone has not stopped ringing—all “wrong
Institute for Biochemistry in Munich placed snail nerve
numbers”. E.J. finally disconnected them so we could
cells on a silicon chip, fencing them in place with
sleep. And, if you have gone to Disneyland and
microscopic plastic pegs. Neighbouring cells grew
have seen the General Electric display of the
connections with each other and with the chip1.
“early days”—WE HAVE IT. We have wires strung
A stimulator beneath each nerve cell created a
over the hotel roof, through the sliding doors, off the
change in voltage that triggered an electrical
walls, down the middle of the floor and heaven alone
impulse to travel through the cell. Electrical
knows what they are for or what they do. It certainly
pulses applied to the chip passed from one nerve
would appear to be a typical CIA operation of
cell to another, and back to the chip to trip a
some kind. Oh, but—everything works—wrongly.
silicon switch. The circuit literally went live.
All, however, is well with this world; I have
Designing circuits by fencing in cells is “cute”,
says Eve Marder, who studies neural networks at Spelt bread baking in the bedroom, everything
Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts. She stacked from corner to ceiling with papers and
says that by letting us create nerve-based circuits at entropy. Who needs order or sanity to succeed?
Night before last we are busy about our work in
will, the technique “is a lovely way” to probe the
the
mid-evening (around 8:30 p.m.) and the world
workings of the nervous system, for example to
exploded!
By the time I crawled out of the bathroom
investigate how memories are formed.
on
hands
and
knees I thought this is the Big One or
The main obstacle to neuroelectronics is the
difficulty of reliably connecting devices and living tissue, Manila is back in the fireworks business. Well,
Marder explains. In previous attempts to build such fortunately it was the latter and for the next
circuits, the nerve cells moved when they grew t w e n t y m i n u t e s t h e y s h o t f i r e w o r k s a t o u r
connections—by caging the cells in, Fromherz and Zeck window. They all burst into full glory just in front
got round this problem. Using silicon means electronic of us, raining down debris onto the hotel, but oh,
well—. I considered it a very GOOD OMEN of
devices can be built into a standard chip.
Biosensors for testing toxic or pharmaceutical good things to come and accepted the show as our own
substances on nerve cells and neuroprosthetics are special confirmation celebration. It was like the whole
among the ambitious applications for such chips. Tehachapi Fourth right in our window. We never did
For example, chips could bridge a damaged section hear what the show was “for”, so we just considered
it to be a celebration of year 15 and one more
of the spinal cord.
But such projects are still the realms of science extension of our visa for another 60 days (we hope).
fiction, as are “neurocomputers with living neurons Our passports are still gone and the visa expires
or brains”, says Fromherz. Meanwhile, nerve TODAY, but we think they would have called if
networks will hopefully teach scientists how to anything was necessary that wasn’t done. Again, our
next extension requires another trip “off shore”.
mimic the brain’s properties.
Our passport pages are all full now and we
References
1. Zeck, G. & Fromherz, P.Noninvasive neuroelectronic really haven’t been much of “anywhere”. I think
interfacing with synaptically connected snail neurons on a we might just feel like those travelers to Vietnam
semiconductor chip. Proceedings of the National Academy of who really didn’t get to see the world after all.
Well, we are now being pleaded with to move to
Sciences, 98, 10457-10462, (2001).
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Doris’ Corner
Sulu and you know what, it sounds pretty good to
me. After all, the Sultan of Sulu thinks he owns
everything in Southeast Asia. Here, however, the
palace is built on bamboo sticks and other missing
things of modern society. Oh, well, we remain
flexible. E.J., as I write here, is downstairs meeting
with the people involved—in Sulu that is.
Our friend and “official” from Mindanao has been
here all week and lots of things are happening that
makes the heart know that THIS IS WHAT IT’S ALL
ABOUT and what we don’t KNOW is in our best
interests in these particular circumstances.
It is a wondrous realization to KNOW that
even though we be tiny and but a blip on the
passing and changing screen of life, we find that
there is always something we can GIVE, and
when we GIVE, we receive so much more
abundantly than we could have anticipated.
In the wonder of each moment we must look
for something to GIVE, that in the next there can
be a reward—and we have given and regiven as
are our instructions.
I want to share a bit of my gifted journey. We
have been here long enough now that Lester of
New Zealand has sent yearly calendars which are
totally grand. I change my picture of choice
whenever the mood changes and I can literally
climb the snow-covered mountains or stroll through
the rain forest filled with overlapping ferns.
I have also, last evening, gone through the ancient
ruins and history of Greece—with National Geographic,
and did not have to climb those awful rock stairs to the
Acropolis. The MIND is a wondrous thing, friends, and
we can handle any circumstance RIGHT THERE.
It is ego that WARPS the mind—either through self
or through another’s manipulation of same.
I am learning that WITH GOD we SHALL change
the concepts of a hurting world and then these days,
too, will come to pass into history. Will we have done
a good job or a wretched-mess-type of tragedy-comedy
on the stage of life? All that and without hardly
leaving the confines of this room or this immediate
location. It is the gaining of proper instructions and
circumstances of “the way” and then joining hands and
hearts and bringing it into creation. It has taken a very
long time to understand this “miracle” of creation.
You show me someone who believes there is no
God—and I will show you a SICK and warped
person. Furthermore, if we just BARELY squeeze
through these hard and lean days—fine, we will
have made it through and isn’t it always in the very
nick of time? Isn’t that for which we search
always in the LAST place we look?
E.J. just came in, grinning from ear to ear, so I
better close this and go get my “debriefing”. These
are the fun times for us, to plan a meeting together
and then debrief to see how well we did in
preparing the answers to the right questions.
Well, he ran off to the bathroom. Maybe that
was a grimace instead of a grin?—DJE
[E.J.: Naw, it was a grin. We are doing
fine—but not quick. It cannot be hurried, so we
will just have to keep on keeping on.]
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More Gold-Manipulation Games
THE BIS FIRES THE FIRST SHOT
By James Turk, gold-eagle.com (Editorial), 9/3/01
I’ve been waiting for it to happen, and now the war of
words has finally begun. The Bank for International
Settlements today fired the first shot.
As reported in today’s Financial Times, Giacomo
Panizzutti, head of foreign exchange and gold at the Bank for
International Settlements, was quoted as saying that he
estimated total gold loans to be 5,200 tonnes. As if that
weren’t brash enough, he went on to say that the 15 European
central banks that signed the 1999 Washington Agreement on gold
have “lent 2,119.32 tonnes, which is the amount they had lent at
the time of the agreement and a total they pledged not to exceed”.
The article then went on to present Mr. Panizzutti’s
analysis of the total amount of gold loans. The somewhat
skeptical FT reporter astutely observed: “Analysts find the
timing of Mr. Panizzutti’s comments interesting in light of an
impending ruling by a Boston court.” Interesting indeed!
That court ruling is of course the one that will come from
the hearing scheduled for October 9th. That day the judge will
hear the arguments of the defendants to dismiss the case
brought to the federal court by Boston attorney Reg Howe.
It is worthy of note to see that the FT is providing this
hearing with worldwide publicity. It is also worth noting the FT
rightly acknowledges that the amount of gold loans outstanding is
obtaining worldwide attention because of the prodigious efforts by
“the Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee (GATA) [which] believes
that at least part of gold’s price weakness can be attributed to a
conspiracy between the BIS, top officials at the U.S. Treasury
Department, the Federal Reserve Bank and investment houses”.
The FT is generally accepted to be one of the
mouthpieces of the cozy cartel of big banks, including those
that are defendants in Reg Howe’s case. So I guess it is to
be expected that the FT puts GATA in a negative light,
focusing on “conspiracy” rather than GATA’s stated aim,
which is to use the U.S. federal court system and other
legitimate means to get at the truth. But I’m sure that GATA
will no doubt welcome this new publicity nonetheless.
More to the point, however, this FT article requires some
thoughtful analysis. This analysis is needed in order to put Mr.
Panizzutti’s comments in their proper—and unflattering—light.
I know that Reg Howe has gone to great lengths to decline
press interviews and other publicity, relying on the principle of
fighting his battle in court instead of in the press. Neither
Mr. Panizzutti nor the BIS apparently have the same
compunction. But even though the FT may willingly give Mr.
Panizzutti’s point of view the headlines, a close analysis of this
article demonstrates that it was aimed more to put forward BIS
propaganda than it was to get at the truth. Consider the following:
1) The article says: “And although the BIS official did not
explicitly say as much, the estimate [of gold loans] contradicts
conspiracy theories that the official sector has undermined the gold
price by pumping more than twice that amount into the market.”
That comment sounds fairly authoritative, but it really is just an
FT interpretation. It only has the appearances of authority by
referring to the “BIS official”. In the interest of open and honest
disclosure, however, this statement’s significance was completely
undermined by the very next paragraph. The FT noted that “Mr.
Panizzutti [was] speaking in his private capacity rather than on
behalf of the bank”. If he was speaking in a “private capacity”,
why even bother to identify him as a “BIS official” unless to
propagandize the supposed authority of his pronouncement?
But more importantly, what authority does anybody have
when speaking ‘on the record’ just as a private individual?
I think everyone knows the answer to that question—none.
So regardless of the outward appearances this article conveys,
by acknowledging that Mr. Panizzutti is speaking in a private
capacity, any alleged facts in this article have to be seriously
questioned, clearly establishing that this article’s sole purpose
was the propaganda effect it aimed to achieve.
2) That propaganda happens to be the objective is even more
apparent in another way, but this time the FT did not have the
honesty to provide any disclosure of the facts. The article clearly
gives one the impression that Mr. Panizzutti is speaking for the
fifteen European central banks (ECBs) that signed the Washington

Agreement. Even aside from the point I made above about the
reliability of his information—because he is speaking in a
personal capacity—Mr. Panizzutti’s remarks have no
credibility whatsoever when considering that the BIS was NOT
one of the fifteen signatories of the Washington Agreement, an
important fact not disclosed by the FT. Therefore, even if he
were speaking in his official BIS capacity, the BIS itself has
no authority to speak for the fifteen ECBs nor to speak to the
Washington Agreement because it was not a signatory. So is
it not even more bizarre for the article to imply authority
about the Washington Agreement when in fact there is none?
It is clear that the article’s intent is to propagandize the
BIS’s own point of view, rather than get at the truth.
3) There is still more evidence of the article’s true intent.
How can an individual speaking in his private capacity divulge
confidential information about his banking clients? It is
obvious that any bank officer who valued his job would not
disclose confidential client information unless he was told to
do so by his higher-ups. This principle is even more
important considering that the BIS is headquartered in
Switzerland, a country which respects banking privacy.
This is more evidence that the FT’s intent is to propagandize
the BIS’s point of view, rather than to present the facts.
4) Mr. Panizzutti’s statements also fall short on their
technical merit. He speaks about gold loans, but what about gold
deposits? Everybody knows that a deposit into a bank is different
from a loan to a bank. The money in your checking account is a
deposit, but banks also borrow money. A bank liability for
deposits is accounted differently than bank liabilities for money it
borrows. The BIS alone has 825 tonnes of gold on deposit
according to its most recent annual report (see the explanatory
note at the end of this article). That amount by itself is 16% of
the total gold loans disclosed by Mr. Panizzutti. How much gold
do the central banks have on deposit, in addition to what they have
loaned? And what about gold swaps and repos? Why hasn’t Mr.
Panizzutti disclosed those totals? The FT article tells only half
the story, but lets the uninformed reader think that it is the whole
story. By relying on half-truths like this, it is clear that the article
was aimed for propaganda, rather than the truth.
If Mr. Panizzutti wanted to truly speak for some ECB,
he could make a valuable contribution by telling the whole truth
and presenting the whole picture. He could also make a
valuable contribution by answering some key questions.
For example, the Bundesbank accounts on its balance
sheet for “Gold und Gold Forderungen”, which it translates in
the English version of its report as “Gold and Gold Claims”.
The word “claims”, according to my Black’s Law Dictionary
is “a broad, comprehensive word… to demand as one’s own”.
Therefore, it is apparent that ‘claims’ could include different
types of Bundesbank assets, specifically, gold ‘claims’ arising
from gold loaned by the Bundesbank and gold ‘claims’ arising
from gold deposited by the Bundesbank into other banks.
And it is therefore logical that this word ‘claims’ also includes
the Bundesbank’s gold swaps, and who knows how many
other categories of gold transactions that it may have
undertaken. Thus, there are four or more types of assets
in this one category on the Bundesbank’s balance sheet.
So will Mr. Panizzutti, if he is still inclined to speak for
client banks of the BIS, please explain to the FT how much
gold the Bundesbank actually has in the vault. Also, how
much gold is owed to the Bundesbank in each of these other
categories of loans, deposits, swaps and everything else the
Bundesbank has done with Germany’s gold.
There is also another question the FT could be asking
Mr. Panizzutti. Why isn’t the Bundesbank preparing its
financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP)? This question is not just one
that relates to full disclosure of transactions in the gold market,
but also has a direct bearing on German law.
Section 26(2) of the Bundesbank Act, which governs the
preparation of the Bundesbank’s annual statements of account,
says: “§26(2) Das Rechnungswesen der Deutschen Bundesbank
hat den Grundsätzen ordnungsmäûiger Buchführung zu
entsprechen.” The English translation of the Bundesbank Act
states this requirement as follows: “§26(2) The accounting
system of the Deutsche Bundesbank shall comply with
generally accepted accounting principles.”
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This requirement for the Bundesbank is very clear, but what
is not clear is why the Bundesbank is violating this provision of
the law. GAAP states that gold in the Bundesbank’s own vault
is different from gold that has been loaned, or gold that has been
transferred to others by deposits and other schemes. In other
words, gold in the vault is different from ‘claims’ to gold. The
European Central Bank itself acknowledges this practice in its
October 2000 report, “Statistical Treatment of the Eurosystem’s
International Reserves”, which states: “… regardless of the type
of transaction (i.e. gold swaps, repos, deposits or loans)”. In other
words, the European Central Bank is acknowledging that the
different ECBs do not distinguish between gold in the vault with
gold that is out on “swaps, repos, deposits or loans”.
Yet, in obvious defiance and contravention to GAAP, the
Bundesbank reports only one asset, “Gold und Gold Forderungen”,
i.e., “Gold and Gold Claims”. Clearly, its financial statement does
not meet the requirements of Section 26(2) of the Bundesbank
Act. Would Mr. Panizzutti please explain why not? Would
anyone at the Bundesbank be willing to explain why not?
Readers may recall that the last time the FT mentioned
GATA was just before the May 2001 South African Summit
sponsored, at great expense, by GATA. And needless to say, that
FT article was disparaging of GATA. Given that it appeared just
before the GATA Summit, this curious timing to mention an
organization that had been in existence for more than two years
makes it obvious that the FT was doing the bidding of those who
do not want the truth to emerge about the gold market.
I spoke at the Summit. So I know from first-hand knowledge
that not only was the Summit well attended by representatives of
mining companies, labor unions and African governments, the
Summit was also successful in forthrightly communicating
GATA’s message. And what is that message? That there is an
urgent need for open, honest and full disclosure in the gold market.
The FT is apparently afraid of this message, or perhaps, the
repercussions of what full disclosure in the gold market would
mean to its handlers. So rather than seek facts and full disclosure,
it appears that the FT is more intent on doing the bidding of the
big banks that pay for the full-page advertisements that appear so
regularly and abundantly throughout its ‘pink-sheets’.
So courtesy of the FT, the BIS has come-out swinging, firing
the first shot. It has begun a propaganda war. As the FT itself
says: “The case is now at a critical stage as the Boston district
court prepares its ruling on whether the lawsuit goes to discovery
or is thrown out. BIS directors will no doubt be watching with
interest to see whether the judge takes Mr. Panizzutti’s comments
to heart.” That frank and open admission makes clear the timing
as well as the intent of the article, which is for the BIS to
propagandize its position, rather than to disclose the truth. But
this statement also has an ominous and sinister ring to it.
Are we to believe that a federal court judge is supposed to
make his ruling based on what he reads in the FT, assuming he even
reads it? Or is this some coded message of intimidation
threatening the judge to take “Mr. Panizzutti’s comments to heart”
or else? Let’s hope this federal judge is courageous in his
willingness to pursue and seek out the truth.
NOTE ON BIS GOLD DEPOSITS: In its 31 March 2001
annual report, the BIS discloses on its financial statement Gold
Deposits equal to 2,842.3 Gold Swiss Francs (GF). Then in
footnote 2.(a) it says the GF is “equivalent to $1.94149… .” (sic)
It also says the GF is “0.29032258... grams of fine gold”, and
finally that: “Items representing claims on gold are translated
into gold francs on the basis of their fine weight. Items
denominated in U.S. dollars are translated into gold francs on
the basis of a gold price of U.S.$ 208 per ounce of fine gold”.
These different statements leave open the possibility
for different interpretations because the footnote only
mentions “claims on gold”, which presumably is a BIS
asset, and fails to mention “claims to gold”, which would
be a BIS liability. Therefore, it is uncertain how the BIS
actually books Gold Deposits with it—and what weight of
gold these deposits actually represent.
I have reported in the article above the Gold Deposits to be
825 tonnes. I calculated this total by taking the GF 2.842 billion
of gold on deposit, determined a dollar valuation using $1.94/GF
and divided by $208 per ounce, to reach this 825 tonnes total.
Another interpretation would be convert the GF 2.842 billion
Gold Deposit at the 0.29032258 grams rate per GF. By
this calculation, the Gold Deposit is still 825 tonnes.
Thus, even though footnote 2(a) does not explicitly refer to
the accounting treatment for gold liabilities of the BIS, it appears
that their liability for Gold Deposits is 825 tonnes.—Copyright
2001 © by The Freemarket Gold & Money Report; www.fgmr.com
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF PAPER
By Bill Haynes, gold-eagle.com (Editorial), 8/31/01

Most people have the misconception that the 1929 stock
market crash caused the Great Depression of the ’30s.
Actually, the Crash of ’29 signaled the Great Depression,
which was brought on by the Federal Reserve’s manipulations
of the money supply during the 1920s and 1930s.
In the ’20s, the Fed printed dollars in efforts to help
Great Britain reestablish its pound sterling as a premier
currency following World War I. Because the United States
escaped the war unscathed and had supplied most of the
Allies’ materiel, huge quantities of gold flowed into the U.S.
Treasury, making the dollar the world’s number one currency. (In
the aftermath of war, everyone knows the importance of gold.)
Britain, having long “ruled the world”, wanted pre-war
status for the pound, but overvalued it. This resulted in the
pound being shunned for the dollar and for gold. To shore up
the pound, the U.S. Treasury bought pounds with dollars
freshly-printed by the Federal Reserve. But, those dollars did
more than support the pound, they also flowed into the
economy, bringing on the Roaring Twenties, a period of robust
prosperity. The Fed’s manipulations also produced a bull
market in stocks like the world had never seen before.
To correct the excesses, in the late ’20s the Fed shrank
the money supply; consequently, prices fell. Businesses,
which during the ’20s had increased production capabilities,
cut back and laid off workers. Small, regional banks
collapsed as loans went unpaid and because depositors
chose to withdraw their funds. To protect themselves,
Americans were converting paper money to that “barbarous
relic” gold. Consequently, President Franklin Roosevelt
ordered banks to cease redeeming paper dollars in gold and
Americans to turn in their gold.
At the depths of the Great Depression, the money
supply had shrunk by a third, resulting in collapsed prices in
nearly all sectors of the economy. With fewer dollars
circulating, how could prices do anything but fall? The Great
Depression was truly a deflationary collapse, as the Fed shrank
the money supply. The Fed’s actions also caused thousands of
banks to fail, thereby wiping out still more dollars.
(Here is another point about the failed banks of the
1930s. Most were state banks that had not joined the
Federal Reserve System. Few large banks in metropolitan
areas failed. As a result, large city banks enjoyed reduced
competition after the 1930s. In the 1980s, with the Savings
& Loan crisis, more competition disappeared—and today the
mega-banks are merging rapidly. In a few years, only five or
so banks will control 85% of deposits. Congress seems
oblivious to this dangerous concentration of power.)
Limited knowledge of the details of the Great Depression
causes most Americans to think that a recession, or economic
slowdown, must be accompanied by falling prices. This
misconception is so widespread that some writers and
economists often label a period of falling prices “deflationary”.
For example, Richard Russell, noted author of Dow
Theory Letters, writes about falling commodities prices and
fears “we may be entering a deflationary period”. At the same
time, Russell was the first to point out that through the first
six months of this year, the Fed increased the MZM (money
of zero maturity) at an annual rate of 23.7%!
With the money supply exploding and seven interest rate
cuts this year, how can prices fall? Easily: over capacity. If
the copper industry is producing more than the market
demands, copper prices will fall. If the markets see an
economic slowdown, prices fall in anticipation of reduced
demand. Now, admittedly, that sounds like a recession brings
on falling prices, but here we’re looking only at the trees
(commodities prices) and not the forest (the whole economy).
Although commodities prices may be falling, housing costs
continue to rise. Except the NASDAQ, stocks are still at lofty
prices. Has anyone seen lower prices for automobiles, despite
claims of excess capacity? Yes, rebates are being offered to reduce
inventories, but after inventories are reduced, auto prices continue
to climb 2%-3% a year. Don’t forget medical and food costs.
Has anyone seen lower costs in these two vital areas?
In the 1930s, the dollar had a 40% gold backing by law.
This limited the number of dollars the Fed could print—but
it still printed enough to bring on the Roaring Twenties,

which were followed by the Great Depression. Today, the
dollar is the legal tender by fiat, government command.
You must accept dollars in exchange for “all debts, public
and private”. And, as everyone knows, the dollar is no
longer backed by gold.
Whenever a paper currency has been unlinked from gold,
eventually the politicians (or central bankers) print it until it
becomes worthless. Why will it be different this time?
Because we’re smarter? Because Alan Greenspan, “Maestro”,
as Watergate author Robert Woodward calls him, heads the
Fed? Because we have computers and can collect data more
easily? Not hardly. Evidence supports the position that
computers will facilitate the destruction of the dollar.
During the hyper-inflation of the Weimar Republic (19171923), the Germans had to fell trees, turn the trees into pulp,
make paper, and then slap ink on the paper to increase the
supply of reichsmarks. Today, not nearly as much effort is
required. A few people sit at computer keyboards and type
in some numbers—and billions of dollars are created.
With money creation being so easy, why not do it?
After all, hasn’t it become a maxim that 6 to 12 months
after the Fed increases the money supply, the economy
will grow? Unfortunately, over the long-run, paper money
has a miserable track record.
In fact, the Great Depression occurred as the world
was moving from gold to paper. It is also significant that
the Great Depression started less than 20 years after the
establishment of the Federal Reserve System. Ironically,
one of the primary reasons given for establishing the
Federal Reserve System was to avoid panics.
Before the Great Depression, economic crises were called
panics, and generally they were caused by excessive printing
of paper money by big banks, but the panics were generally
localized to the areas served by the banks. With the advent
of the Fed, the Great Depression spread nationwide.
Now that we’re on a pure paper system, who knows how bad
the next depression will be. But, indications are we could be sitting
on the precipice of a big one. A little background is in order.
From about 1815 to 1915, when World War I got really
rolling, the world was on a gold standard, which meant the
world’s major currencies were redeemable in gold and that
foreign trade was settled in gold. Even The Economist, the
anti-gold weekly news magazine published in London, admits
it was a “golden era”. Business flourished, world trade
expanded, and prices fell.
Yes, prices fell as productivity increased. This rewarded
savers, who built investment pools from which businesses
could borrow, or from which savers could start new business.
The world’s economy was sound because it was built on
savings and based on gold, a sound money. Unfortunately,
after WWI the world abandoned the gold standard.
At the 1922 Genoa Conference, world leaders adopted the
gold exchange standard. Under this bastardized version of the
gold standard, currencies were backed by gold but also the U.S.
dollar and the British pound. Because the dollar and the pound
were fully convertible into gold, the gold exchange standard, its
architects asserted, would “economize on gold”.
The establishment of the gold exchange standard was a
giant step toward demonetizing gold and moving toward a
paper money system. In 1931, the Brits stopped redeeming
pounds in gold—and in 1944, as agreed at Bretton Woods,
the mighty dollar stood alone as the only currency that
could be considered a reserve to back other currencies.
In 1934, Franklin Roosevelt took another swipe at gold with
his April 5, 1933 executive order that prohibited Americans from
owning gold. The final blow, of course, was Richard Nixon closing
the gold window on August 15, 1971. Since then, the world
has been on a pure paper system, one that has seen many
confidence crises and currencies collapses. Some currencies,
such as the Mexican peso, have collapsed several times.
The cheap money of the 1920s resulted in temporary
prosperity, much like a family living on borrowed money.
When time came to pay for the excesses of the ’20s, it was
the most devastating depression the world has ever seen.
There are some eerie parallels between the 1920s and the
1990s. Will this decade parallel the 1930s? Do today’s
recessionary signs signal serious problems ahead?
Just as in the 1920s—when the Fed had a loose money
policy to support the faltering British pound under the new
gold exchange standard—today the Fed is pumping out
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money at record rates. Since the first of the year, MZM
has grown at an annual rate of 23.7%. Like the ’20s,
we’ve had a loose money policy for years, and always in
attempts to avert a crisis.
In 1997, a financial crisis spread turmoil throughout Asia
and devastated several currencies. In 1998, with the world’s
financial structure still weak from the Asian flu, the Fed had
to put together the rescue of Long Term Credit Management,
an aggressive hedge fund whose liabilities threatened the
world’s banking system. The year 1998 also saw the Russian
debt crisis, which the Fed alleviated with still more money. In
1999, the Fed “increased liquidity”, i.e. printed massive
quantities of money, in fear of bank runs because of Y2K
concerns. Now, the Fed is lowering interest rates and
increasing the money supply to avert a recession.
Just as all the money the Fed created during Roaring
Twenties had to go somewhere, so did the money of the
1990s. Actually, the Fed has had a relatively loose policy
since the early 1990s when it sought to bring us out of the
last recession. Much of the money, from both the ’20s and
the ’90s, found its way to the stock market, resulting in
two great bull markets.
Now, we have to wait to see how serious the
corrective bear market and the recession will be. If the
stock market parallels the 1929 Crash, we still have a lot
of downside in stocks. If the recession begins to approach
the ’30s, we have much economic pain awaiting us.
It is not pleasant to think that another Great
Depression lies ahead. In fact, those who predict another
Great Depression are quickly labeled extremists. So, let’s
consider the other possibility: the worst recession since the
Great Depression. The Fed will, however, fight a recession
with everything it has.
Unfortunately, all the Fed has is the ability to create
money, and after being off the gold standard for some 85
years, we’ve seen the results of paper money: destroyed
currencies and wasted economies. Over the past 30 years,
Brazil has had three currencies: the cruzeiro, the cruzado and
the real. Mexico struggles from one crisis to the next but
sticks with the lowly peso, which just keeps on sinking.
Conventional economic thinking is that the economy
has to respond to Fed policies, but that’s not always the
case. During the 1970s, the term stagflation was coined to
describe a stagnant economy and rising prices. In Japan,
zero interest rates and massive government spending have
failed to revive Japan’s stagnant economy, another instance
where central bank intervention has failed.
Stagflation for the U.S. economy is a real possibility.
And, if the economy does not respond to recent interest rate
cuts and increased liquidity, what’s the next step? If the
economy slips into a deep, prolonged recession, what will be
the government’s course of action? Will the Fed print more?
Interest rates to zero, like Japan? Will Congress cut taxes?
Tax hikes? A return to the gold standard? The last is quite
doubtful. History shows that governments return to gold only
after their people completely refuse paper money. We appear
to be a long way from that. So, what will be the
government’s course of action? Probably more paper money.
Troubled times are on the horizon, and everyone with
savings needs to take action to protect those savings.
Historically, gold and silver have proven to be the absolute
best forms of protection against economic and financial crises.
It is true that during the Weimar Republic’s hyper-inflationary
period, Germans who secured dollars saw their savings survive.
In those days, however, the dollar was “as good as gold”.
Today, the dollar is not backed by gold, and it is being
printed in whatever quantities the Fed deems necessary.
How many dollars will the next crisis require?
For the last thirty years, since Nixon closed the gold
window, the world has been on a paper money system. Never
before has the world tried such a risky venture, and now dark
clouds are gathering on the horizon. Investors who ignore the
clouds are whistling past the graveyard. Now is a time to be
afraid and the time to take steps to weather the storm.
Fortunately, gold and silver have proven to endure during
hard times. Adjusted for inflation, gold and silver are
trading at or near records lows, which means they hold
little downside risk but great upside potential.—Mr.
Haynes has been a precious metals dealer since 1973.
Comments can be sent to bill@certifiedmint.com
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TELOS BOOK REVELATION
Widely Known Around Shasta
[P.W.: Thank you, Commander Hatonn, for providing the
TELOS Book Review
opportunity for comment on the revelation of the TELOS book
(with the hopeful possibility of also sharing it with CONTACT
I’m sure someone’s book on writing style says, “too
readers, in segments—including your expert commentary) many superlatives can compile to actually damage
and the ultra-salient events ensuing at this time.
credibility”. The uniqueness of this book TELOS excepts it
from that logic. This book represents God’s surprise gift—
To provide a comprehensive overview and to honor a catalyst to vastly accelerate our ascension/evolution
Phoenix/CONTACT’S thrust to aid, financially and otherwise, and lend a new aspect to the concept of “emergence”.
our Native American brethren, we offer this self-explanatory
If you have ever doubted that truth is stranger than
information packet which begins with the cover letter to fiction, come aboard for this book. It is readily
Senior Elder Saginaw Grant after he requested a copy of conceivable that every person in every culture on/in
the TELOS book. As you will note with your own this Earth within five years will know of this book and
reading of this book, it is tantamount to a formal its content and be reveling in joy at realizing it.
announcement that the Native American prophecies of
The cosmos shouts in exuberance at the timeliness
many if not all tribes/nations are not only TRUE, but are of this book as the vehicle for grass-roots Humanity
being manifestly realized in this historic moment. to see and embrace the all-solution being offered
Hallelujah! The “encounter letter” is slated to be included on h e r e — a t t h e v e r y b e g i n n i n g o f t h i s , G o d ’ s
the cover of the next (second) printing of the TELOS book.] Millennium. Now comes realization in real time.
********
To quickly get you up-to-speed, please read my letter to the
6-25-01
author and the publisher after I read the book—it also explains
why I am uniquely qualified to review the TELOS book:
Dear Senior Elder Saginaw Grant,
It was an honor and pleasure to speak with you briefly
at the close of the Tehachapi inter-tribal Pow-Wow.
To introduce the enclosed TELOS book, I am
including some notes such as a book review of TELOS
recently sent to a magazine, including the letter
describing my encounter with these highly evolved
beings back in 1975. (I would, please, point out that I
would never put my name at the top of the letter (as
here) but let the publisher put it in her preferred style.)
May the Great Spirit/Wakan Tanka lovingly open
your eyes, mind and heart to the truth of this book.
Sincerely and Respectfully,
Mitakuye Oyasin,
Princeton Winton
P.S. I would love to hear from you after you have
reflected on this information.
********
6-08-01
Dear Book-Review Editor,
I regret not having the facility to provide you
with more fully prepared text/copy. I’m an editor
myself, but only using “hard copies”.
May I heartily assure you that reviewing this book in
your very comprehensive magazine will be worth the extra
effort that I realize this brings to bear on you and your staff.
The enclosed short review is done by request of
the author. Please feel free to contact her, or
publisher Louise Jones, or me (as may be necessary).
Thank you for your consideration of this
astounding book, and again may I apologize for the
extra effort it may require of you.
Most Sincerely,
Princeton Winton
P.S. Only a few hundred copies of the TELOS
book have been sold—making this a real “scoop” for
Sedona Journal of Emergence, and precisely on theme.

Princeton Winton
Lemurian Encounter on Mt. Shasta
Beloved Readers,

April 2001

Let me share with you a very unexpected
experience. Twenty-five years ago (1975±1), at a
spiritual gathering on Mt. Shasta, three regular-looking
persons, sitting on a blanket in the meadow beside the
trail, waved my companion and me over to visit.
Friendly and straightforward, they went right to the
point. They said they were survivors of Lemuria
residing in a city/colony underground, beneath the
mountain, where Mt. Shasta has been their home
mountain for some 12,000 years. They had been sent
to the surface to investigate the causes of anomalous
readings on their “energy meters”. They were to report
back their findings to their local council of the causes of
energy-related distortions on their higher-tech-than-ours
scanning equipment. They seemed satisfied to
agree it was the noted effect of thirty or forty
serious spiritual truth seekers chanting and drumming
around the campfire for hours early evenings.
Their mission basically done, we settled in for
several hours of conversation and their willingness to
answer all our questions. Their abundantly visible
acumen and clarity were so striking, we felt like little
children finally meeting wise adults. They projected
a rich, constant compassion for our predicament as
surface Earth dwellers. Their answers and comments,
invariably profound, were often also riotously funny.
Their warm, but glaring brilliance clearly marked
that they were at a state of evolution so far beyond
us, that the ordinary human on the surface would
appear as to be “off the scale”.
We had parted from (but were still in sight of) our
delightful newfound friends when a solitary male figure
coming down the slope caught our attention. “That looks
like St. Germain,” said my friend; leaving me blank, since
I had never seen his picture. Then he said aloud, “Are
you St. Germain?” The man clad in a simple light-purple
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robe stopped, smiled, nodded acknowledgement, hands
together. On later viewing St. Germain’s photographs,
I am even more fully confident it was He. From my
present perspective, my feeling is that St. Germain’s
appearance lent even more credibility as well as
underlying that something of importance was in progress.
We sat with the Lemurians again later, walked down
the mountain with them to the main Panther Meadow
parking area where word of the friendly “aliens” quickly
spread. Rapidly, they were surrounded with perhaps
thirty people firing questions. With their same grace and
profundity, they satisfied everyone of their validity.
The next day, they showed up again as promised,
allowing three meetings with us, for a total of 4 to
6 hours of fascinating talks with them.
I was utterly astonished, to say the least, when
I recently came across the Telos book, validating
everything they told us then, clarifying and offering
solutions to every problem on Earth, from an
accessible, capable superhuman source “ready to
start exchanging in-home visits”.
Perhaps other physical contacts with them will come
to light. In all sobrieties, I predict that the Telos
book is the book that humanity has been waiting
for, and will outsell all other books in history.
I mean this with my heart. This utterly unexpected
“Gift” from God is indeed a more dramatic story than
the “Second Coming” itself. We, as surface dwellers,
can utilize this divine help from below to prepare,
enhance and guarantee the speedy arrival of the return
of the Christ Consciousness on this planet.
It is my opinion that every person who reads this
book will assist in raising the mass consciousness
threshold, hastening the day of our absolute deliverance
into “Total Light” in the Fifth dimension. Please share
the Telos book with everyone you meet and assist in the
ushering of the seventh golden age of Love, Peace,
Enlightemnent and true Brotherhood. The Call from
“Telos” shows you precisely how to connect now
telepathically, so that you can immediately start to
participate in this exeperience of Joy and Deliverance.
Thank You, Father.
Sincerely,
At the very crack of the Dawn of Light,
Ellis Princeton Winton, CA. U.S.A,
Here, in the TELOS book is ringingly real hope for
avoidance of many pre-destined destructive Earth
Changes by embracing and accepting the proffered help.
As (and after) you read the book the limitless
implications evolving here will begin to penetrate
your mind. (I’ve read the book four times and the
new vistas are still coming and opening.) Even the
author/receiver says when she starts re-reading it
she can’t put the TELOS book down.
I am through mincing words: GET THIS BOOK!
* * * * * * * *
Title: TELOS (published Sept. 2000) ISBN: 0-9700902-0-X
Sub-title: The Call Goes Out from The Hollow
Earth and the Underground Cities
Author/Receiver: Dianne Robbins (onelight.com)
Publisher/Distributor: Mount Shasta Light Publishing
Box 1509, Mount Shasta, CA 96067-1509
Phone 530-926-4599; Fax 530-926-4159
(mslpublishing.com = Louise Jones)
* * * * * * * *
Next week in CONTACT we will bring these
exciting events of this most glorious moment in
history into closer focus with a final (for the
moment) update. Stay tuned, please.
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